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INTRODUCTION
From earliest times of the Christian epoch the representa-
tion of Christ, directly or indirectly, has been the main object of
literature dealing with religious subjects, because Christian
thought has turned in all epochs,and without any great periods of
interruption to "Him first, Him midst, Him last, and without end."
In the early mystery and miracle plays, when there could be no ques
tion as to the sincerity and devoutness of the authors, the simple
Biblical story of Christ, without any of our later artistic embel-
lishments, was used for dramatic purposes, and even now when that
medieval devoutness has vanished to a great extent and religious
sincerity seems well-nigh dead, this sacred story of Christ's earth
ly existence is still used for the purpose of displaying the skill
and erudition of artistic temperament. Writers are drawn irresisti
bly to a portrayal of Christ and various phases of his life by the
inexhaustible and infinite charm of the Gospel story, and strive to
supply the lack of, what we might term religious inspiration, by
science and technique. Aesthetic percept iveness is in itself a
valuable asset, but it must not be confused with religious interest
for, although art and religion may influence each other in many
ways, a man may be intensely religious without being in the least
artistic, or conversely, artistic without being religious.
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The question very naturally suggests itself then, as to
what is this intimate connection between the life of Christ and the
artist, which makes Him the center of "palpitating romance," It is
only in a vague intangible way, when dealing with so enigmatical a
subject as Christ, that we can explain the particular characteris-
tics which have made the founder of Christianity so universally
attractive. We say, perhaps, it is his character, personality, to-
gsther with the myths, the uncertainties which have grown up about
his name, which cause his name to stand above any other in history.
That he is unique among religious personages because his character
is so different from any other; he is the only egotist in history
who is always unselfish; he is never jealous, never impatient, ex-
quisitely refined. Again he is the greatest of lovers, loving even
hi 8 enemy with a fathomless, boundless love. His mental character-
istics are the most perfect; his absolute originality; his inex-
haustible patience; immovable firmness wonderful majesty and illim-
itable sagacity. From the physical standpoint, Christ with his
perfect form, stands, indeed, "the fairest among thousands," in that
beautiful oriental land of his brief life. And because of his phy-
sical perfections every motion is graceful, his bearing modest and
dignified. In short, he is so fascinating to artists, quoting from
one of the early aesthetes, because "he has all the colour elements
of life: mystery, strangeness, pathos, suggestion, ecstacy, love.
He appeals to the temyer of wonder and creates that mood in which
alone he can be understood ." 1
Oscar Wilde. "De Profundi s. w p. 75.
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Turning frcm this more strictly artistic consideration
let us seek another explanation of the wealth of recent "Jesus-lit-
erature." This explanation, it seems to me, lies primarily in the
instinctive perceptions arid aspirations of the creators of this
literature. May I compare it to a somewhat similar case, (although
in an entirely different field) in the Elizabethan era, Middleton
and Rowley created a new type of sinful woman in Beatrice, the dom-
inating character in "The Changeling," because they felt that the
old Mrs. Frankford type of wicked woman had been used again and
again, until it had ceased to interest either the dramatist or his
audience. Accordingly we find a new "dramatis persona," a woman
who sins in a direct business-like way, deliberately, expeditiously,
and the audience are delighted with it. The dramatists who follow
immediately, seized upon this new type, because it was an innovation
a fresh field in which to work, and eagerly w elcomed this creation
into dramatic literature. So, it seems tc me, in the modern age,
dramatists and novelists feeling the necessity of introducing a new
character, a new interest into literature, have turned to Christ, as
a new field, a comparatively unexplored region, with fresh material
of unlimited dramatic possibilities. Purely belletristic literature
is rapidly overcoming its hereditary hesitancy with regard to strict
ly religious themes, and writers recognising the great appeal of
Christ literature to the ger.eral public, are putting forth scores of
novels and plays on this subject.
With these two interests and sources of appeal, which we
may unite under one head, namely, the aesthetic, clearly in mind,
let us indicate some of the general phases of the aesthetic movement
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I refrain from using the word "history," as individual taste and
impression are the domirant forces rather than any particular achocl
of dramatists or novelists to which the author belongs. That indiv-
iduality does not stand alone, but is conditioned somewhat by envir-
onment and hereditary philosophies and ideas, we must, however, ad-
mit, and it is with this consideration before you that I wish to
discuss briefly that movement in literature and art which we may
call "the aesthet icising of Christ."
For the sake of convenience I shall begin with Rousseau
as a precursor of the aesthetic movement. He is largely responsi-
ble for the transition from "the artificial psychological analysis
of an exhausted classicism" to a more romantic, exotic description
and expression of thought which have given him the title of "the
founder of sent imentalism" in general literature. In this most
complex, philosophical man we have a mixture of naturalism and aes-
thetic sensibility. His religion is largely a matter of the senses
and he is attracted toward Christ because he feels that he is "the
sweetest, the most polished and the wisest of men." The following
passage is quite characteristic in showing the relation of reli-
giosity and literature: "Une des choses qui me charment dans le
caractere de Jesus n'est pas seulement la douceur des mceurs, la
simplicite', mais la facilite', la grace et meme l'ele'gance. II ne
fuyait ni les plaisirs, ni les fetes, il allait aux noces, il voyait
les femmes, il jouait avec les enfants, il aimait les parfums, il
mangeait chez les financiers. Ses disciples ne jeunaient point;
son auste
/
rite/ n'etait point factieuse. II e'tait a la fois tres
indulgent et tres juste, doux aux faibles et terrible aux mechants.
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Sa rrorale avait quelque chose d ' at trayant , de cares Bant, de tendre; ,
il avait le coeur sensible; il etait homme de bonne societe'. Quand
il n'eut pas, ete le plus sage des mortels, il en eut ete le plus
aimable .
"
1
But it is in his treatment of nature that we gain the
clearest notion of his real philosophy. His feeling for material
beauty and his slavish devotion to nature caused him to mistake mere
vehemence of sensibility for virtue. As a result nature came to
take the place of God to him. In the fourth book of "Emile,"
Rousseau's "religious creed" and his aesthetic appreciation of God
in nature are put forth in detail. Young Emile reaches manhood be-
fore he is at all concerned with any form of religious speculation,
and then the Savoyard vicar one day leads him to the top of a high
hill, at the foot of which runs the beautiful Po river and explains
to him his religious philosophy. Gazing at the wild,perfect beauty
of nature spread out before them, he earnestly tells of his "athe-
istic deism." The whole description of a religion not taught by
books but by God in nature is full of exotic phrases, and shows how
Rousseau's nature responded to sensuous thrill. Either of the above
passages might well have been written by his later disciples Renan
or Chateaubriand." Very truly has it been said that he paves the
way for the aesthetic Christianity of Chateaubriand.
The transition from Rousseau's aesthetic deism to aesthet-
ic Catholicism is only a short step, as we find in his ardent dis-
ciple, Chateaubriand. The vicar of Savoyard proves the existence
of his personal faith in God to Emile by showing him the beauties
1 Rousseau. "Lettres De La Montagne." p. 361-2.
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of the Po district enhanced by the glowing rays of the departing
sun, but Chateaubriand goes a step beyond this, he takes you into
a definite religion, namely aesthetic Catholicism, when he describes
not only the beauties of nature in the rays of the sun, but also
emphasizes the beauty of the consecrated wafer which the good Fath-
er holds in the same bright sunlight, and then exclaims "01 charm of
religion I magnificence of the Christian cult J"
Those simple words express admirably how this child of
Rousseau and his followers turned to Catholicism as an outlet for
their aesthetic principles. Perhaps too, it was the very decided
reactionary feeling after the French Revolution which drove numbers
of Frenchmen back into the church, that caused Chateaubriand to
devote a great part of his life to a consideration of religious
subjects
.
This French Byron* was not a well-educated man, but
through his artistic skill and brilliant technique glorified Chris-
tianity in a series of alluringly colored pictures which strongly
affected an age accustomed to conventional sombre gray tints and a
monotonous imagination. In this respect he, too, represents a trans
it ion from the classical, conventional standards of the eighteenth
century to a more romantic and essentially aesthetic school. He
recreated an interest in the beauty of the religion of an earlier
century which the self-satisfaction of the eighteenth century had
obscured. As an expression of his investigation and reactionary
feeling,he incorporates into " Le Genie du Christianisme" his creed
* He was like Byron in his intense admiration for Rous-
seau, and in his solitary communion with nature. Both suffered from
their inability to reconcile thought and feeling. They differed in
that, Chateaubriand championed Catholicism, authority and mediaeval-
ism, while Byron was strenuously opposed to all authority and tradi-
tion of any sort.
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of aesthetic Christianity, He identifies Christian faith with the
beautiful and makes a plea for Christianity on aesthetic grounds
—
as someone has sneeringly said, he attempts to make Christianity
look pretty. For this reason Sainte-Beuve calls him an "Epicurean
with a Catholic imagination." At all events his religion seems to
have taken refuge in his sensibilities and to have become to him
largely a matter of literary and aesthetic enjoyment. In "Le Genie"
he proceeds on the principle that all that is divine is beautiful,
to show the beauty of Christian faith, in the poetical element of
all its ceremonies and rituals, and then to correlate all religion
-
and its forms to art and literature.
The title of the English version of this book, made in
1815, "The Beauties of Christianity" is very fitting, in that, he
shows how much more poetical and artistical is this form of worship
than any other, and how for this reason Christian religion is of far
greater significance to literature. Throughout the book he compares
the Christian religion and literature to pagan and shows the poet-
ical superiority of the former. In accounting for the marked dif-
ference which he discerns between the distinctly pagan and Chris-
tian poetry, he says, "Les anciens fondent leur poesie sur Homere,
et les Chretiens sur la Bible; et les beaute's de la Bible surpassent
les beaute's d Homere." 1 As an example, he compares Milton, Pope and
Dante with Homer and Virgil, and claims superiority for the former,
in that, Christian myths, angels, miracles, devils and saints are
all more attractive than pagan ones. Christianity, he continues,
has given principle, forms, ideals, and characters which are imbued
with^J'le touchant, sublime et le mervei lleuse ." In short, Chauteau-
1
" Le Genie du Christ ianisme ." p. 524.
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briand would view everything connected with Christianity aesthetic-
ally,—even hell: "L'enfer Chretien" traite d'une man iere irre-
proachable. Ni le Dante, ni le Tasse, ni Milton, ne sont parfaits
dans la peinture des lieux de douleur. Cependant quelques morceaux
excellent s, echappes a ces grands maitres, prouvent que si toutes
/ / / / A
les parties du tableau devoient ete retouchees avec le meme soin,
nous possederions des enfers aussi poetiques que ceux d'Homere et
de Virgil." 1
He dwells eloquently upon the artistic appeal and affect-
ing significance of the beauty of Gothic church architecture, of
Catholic symbolism and ritual, as manifested in the clerical garb,
the crucifix, the bell, the organ. And he emphasizes in the light
of their aesthetic .appeal, even the observance of fete days, the
churchyard, and the superstitions of past ages. In the third part
of the book, in the chapter on "Beaux-Arts et Litterature ," he
A
speaks in highest terms of praise of church architecture. "Ces voutej^
ciselees en feuillages, ces jambages qui arpuient les murs et finis-
sent brusquement comme des troncs brises, la fraicheur des voutes,
les tenebres du sanctuaire , les ailes obscures, les passages secrets
les portes abaissees, tout retrace les labyrinthes des bois dans
l'eglise Gothique, tout en fait sentir la religieuse horreur , les
mysteres et la divinite'.
He exalts the beauty of character and the magnetic person-
ality of Christ, which even his most violent enemies have never
lM Le Genie." p. 249.
2 ibid. p. 893.
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dared to attack. Standing above the great patriarchs, all of whom
had 3ome weakness, Christ in "sans tache; c'est la plus brillante
copie de cette beaute souveraine qui reside sur le trone des cieux'!-1-
It is interesting and significant that Chateaubriand
dwells so little upon the figure of Christ, and it is with difficul-
ty that we sift out the few lines in which he deals directly with
the greatest of all the "geniuses" of Christianity. Near the close
of the book he gives a kind of summary of "Le Jesus," "Jesus-Christ,
sauveur de l'homme moral, l'est encore de l'homme physique; il est
arrive7 corame un grand eve'nement heureux pour contre-balancer le
deluge des barbares et la corruption gene'rale des moeurs. Quand on
A
nieroit meme au christ ianisme ses preuves surnaturelles il resteroit
encore dans la sublimite de sa morale, dans 1' immensity de ses
bienfait3, dans la beaute' de ses pompes de quoi prouver suffisament
qu'il est le culte le plus divin et le plus pur que jamais les
hommes aient pratique."
Without going into the details of the various parts of
the book, we may say that he substitutes literary Christianity for
literary paganism, and constantly uses religious truth "as a vain
literary ornament." At the same time he "introduces into. French
the most music, the most images, the most perfumes, the most 3uave
contacts, so to speak, and the most delights, the most intoxicating
phrases on religious dogma and literature." 3
i,, Le Genie." p. 413.
2 ibid. p. 539.
3 Jules Leraaitre. "Chateaubriand." p. 343,
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About the middle of the nineteenth century, as a direct
outcome of this same spirit of protestation against the rationalism,
the conventionalities, the superficial intellectuality and the gen-
eral matter-of-factness of the eighteenth century voiced in Chateau-
briand's "Le Genie du Christianisme there was a revival of inter-
est in religious art and myths and legends of the twelfth century.
This movement, this "renascence of wonder," renewed religion in a
more or less superficial way by creating a new sense of the glory
and wonder of all spiritual things, a new perception of the imma-
nence of divine life in "the light of setting suns
And the round ocean, and the living air,
And the blue sky, aid in the mind of man."
Tli'e shall see too, how closely this revival of mediaeval religion,
(Catholic worship) was correlated to the renewed interest in mediae-
val art and literature, and how one is re-inforced by the other.
In speaking of any great romantic movement it is rather
difficult to select any particular man or group of men as being
responsible for it, but in this case, we seem justified in saying
that the revival of mediaeval art in an aesthetic spirit, was due
largely to a group of men, who called themselves the Pre-P.aphae lites
The name in itself shows their admiration for the early Florentine
religious painter s ,Giotto , Ghiberti, Bellini and Fra Angelica, who
n lived before the time of Raphael. The leaders of this group of
young enthusiasts, Dante Gabriel Rossetti ,William Holman Hunt, and
John Everett Millais, were dissatisfied with the conventionalities,
the strict adherence tc definite rules rigidly observed in art* and
they turned in their restless, romantic protest, back to men who
* See Note on following page.
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voiced their romantic feeling. It was the privilege and method of
the Pre-Raphaelites which they admired, but becoming "blind converts
to the early masters, and accepting all their ideas and inspira-
tions, they, too, turned to religious art as a medium for the ex-
pression of their artistic ideals. Their return to religious art
was a matter of feeling, of the senses, of artistic interest, in di-
rect contrast to the depth and sincerity of devotional feeling of
their earlier teachers. Ruskin, tho 1 undoubtedly a great leader and
inspirer of the Pre-Raphaelite movement, in speaking of the motives
of these two schools of art says, "In early times art was employed
for the display of religious facts; now religious facts were employ-
ed for the display of art.""*"
In order to understand the literature of this period,
which is so intimately connected with the art, it seems advisable
to first explain the general principles and work of the Pre-Raphae-
lite leaders. One of the most admirable of this group is William
Holman Hunt, who, although differing somewhat from the other mem-
bers of the "Brotherhood," voiced the original spirit of the society
in his intense interest in truth, and in his constant striving after
verisimilitude. He is very representative, also, in his insistent
symbolism, every detail in his pictures having some definite message
to convey. In his best known picture "The Light of The World,"
Ruskin, "Modern Painters." Vol. III., 55.
* Young artists were compelled, by academic traditions, to
spend years in making copies of Raphael, and were forced to a rigid
observance of such rules as, a third of the canvas should be occu-
pied with the principal figure, no two people's head should be turn-
in the 3ame direction in one picture, etc. All originality and imag
ination were suppressed.
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symbolism tending ever towards naturalism is very clearly united
with aesthetic interest. The figure of Christ himself is very un-
conventional, and at the same time distinctly "Pre-Raphaelite" in
representing a real human being. Venables, the curate of St. Paul's
Oxford, is said to be the original of the portrait. Everything is
symbolical— the seamless white robe, with a single fold typifies
the Catholic church; the jewelled clasps of the gown, representing
the Old and the New Testament; the moon in the background shines
through the branches of an apple tree, under which, dark masses of
apples are dimly seen, representing the Apples of Eden as emblems
cf the Fall of man. This symbolism is a pronounced feature of all
Pre-Raphaelite art. In Rossetti we find doves everywhere, which are
symbolical of the Holy Ghost and the "ministries of the spirit."
Before taking up Rossetti 's work, I wish to speak briefly
of a movement which undoubtedly had some influence1 upon such pict-
ures as these, namely, the Oxford Movement. This "Catholic revival"
is related to Pre-Raphaelit ism in its return to mediaeval religion,
and the mediaeval church, as a refuge from the utilitarian princi-
ples and dissatisfactions of the time. Cardinal Newman, the leader
of the movement, took refuge in the mediaeval church, because he
felt the necessity for some definite authority, some refuge outside
of his own soul, and sought to turn the church away from its liber-
I al, rationalistic, almost chaotic state back to the "firm rock upon
which it was founded." "His imagination was possessed with the ro-
mantic vision of the greatness of the Mediaeval Church—of its
splendour and pomp and dignity, and of its power over the hearts and
lives of its members; and the Oxford movement was in it3 essence an
>
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attempt to reconstruct the English Church in harmony with this ro-
mantic ideal," 1 That this movement was essentially religious and
intellectual, we cannot doubt, and yet at the same time it had its
aesthetic side, which asserts itself in the literature of this time.
May I illustrate this from the work of a man, who influenced by the
Oxford movement, entered the church through the door of beauty,
"Flowers bloomed on the altars; men could behold the blue heaven
through those tall, narrow pointed eastern windows of the Gothic
choir as they sat at vespers ...The cloud of incense breathed
a sweet perfume; the voice of youth was turned to angelic hymns;
and the golden sun of the morning shining through the colored pane,
cast its purple and its verdant beam on the embroidered vestments
and marble pavement. "3
It is then, in the protest against formalism and the au-
thority of the present age, and in the return to the mediaeval age
that we see the relation of the Oxford Movement to Pre-Raphaelit ism.
Altho 1 the point has been questioned,* there seems to be unmistak-
able evidence that Pre-Raphaelit ism was a direct outcome of the Ox-
ford Movement, and resembles it in many respects. There certainly
is this difference, however, that the Pre-Raphaelites devoted them-
selves exclusively to beauty, "to art for art's sake," in their
1 H. A, Beers. "Hist, of Eng. Romanticism." p. 355-6,
2 Digby. "Broad Stone of Honour." p. 350.
*M. de la Sizeranne is strongly opposed to this idea. He
says, "to characterise a Pre-Raphaelite picture by saying that is
was inspired by the Oxford Movement, is like attempting to explain
the mechanism of a lock by describing the political opinions of the
locksmith." English Contemporary, Art. P. 58.
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interest in the more "esoteric" side of mediaeval life.
With these thoughts in mind, let us turn our attention to
the more distinctly literary side of the Pre-Raphaelite Movement,
and show how it was related to the "artistic" side. Rosetti, who
is recognized as a poet as well as an artist illustrates admirably
the close relation of the art of this period with the literature,
|
His principles of the one field are literally transported into the
|
other. In each we see that he was primarily a devotee of beauty,
both the language of the pen and of the brush are filled with colo-
j ed and mystic imagery united with an intense and passionate love of
beauty. His one great aim was to recreate an interest in early
Italian religious art, whose romantic quality attracted him as a
!
poet and a painter, not as a spiritual devotee. "He strikes one as
being Catholic ,without being religious; as mediaeval rather than
Christian." 1 Without going into detail regarding Rossetti, we may
emphasize and summarize his significance in the aesthetic movement,
by showing his relation to the followers of the Pre-Raphaelites
.
His influence upon William Morris and Swinburne is so apparent that
it has been said with great truth that the main importance of the
Pre-Raphaelite group lies in the poetry of possetti, especially in
his influence upon William Morris, Swinburne and then on through
them to other and still younger followers.
Morris' share in the Pre-Raphaelite movement was more de-
finitely in the field of decorative art, but his great interest
in Catholic mediaevalism, is likewise asserted in his literary work
This interest was created to a certain extent by the Oxford Move-
I » — — —— — — — — — — — — — —— — —.__
Beers. "History of Romanticism of 19th Century" p. 302.
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ment, although entirely from the aesthetic side. When he entered
Exeter College in 1853, he came in contact with the Oxford Move-
ment, which by that time had become so much distilled that in its
surviving elements of hollow ritualism, Morris found little satis-
faction for his religious quest ionings .and in disgust turned to a
belief which was purely a matter of the senses— a belief which was
a compound of Ruskin's "religion of beauty*1 and Rossetti's "aesthe-
tic gospel." His aesthetic religion is expressed in the following
lines of a letter to a friend:
" T was in Church on Palm Sunday,
Listening what the priest did say
Of the kiss that did betray,
That the thought did come to me
How the olives used to be
Growing in Gethsemane;
That the thoughts upon me came
Of the lantern's steady flame,
Of the softly whispered name;
Of how kiss and words did sound
While the olives stood around,
While the robe lay on the ground."^
This "aesthetic titillation" of the Passion of Christ for
artistic purposes is significant in the light of our investigation
1 P. E. More. "Shelburne Essays." 7th series, p. 98.
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as marking very distinctly the beginning of the aesthet icising of
Christ in literature.
Closely correlated to this purely artistic aesthetic move-
ment, there is another tendency which likewise has its literary an-
cestors, namely, the marked manifestation of what we term "higher
criticism" in recent literature. These two interests which are
practically synonymous in many of the popular books today, have
likewise developed on paths not far divergent. Among the literary
precursors of this historical investigation of religious fact3, the
name of Ernest Renan stands out distinctly as one of the first to
gild over scientific positivism with an air of religiosity. In the
case of Chateaubriand, we have seen how religious sensibility was
strong enough to carry with it a certain reluctant reason, but fif-
ty years later when we come to Renan, the disciple of Rousseau-
through Chateaubriand, we find that in the light of science, Cath-
olic sent imentalism has lost its power, and we are ushered into the
presence of what, for lack of a better term, we term 'higher criti-
cism." At the same time, he transfers all the mental habits of
Catholicism ito the field of science. Mr. Babbit describes him
quite appropriately as a "scientist and positivist with a Catholic
imagination, possessing a special gift for surrounding science with
an atmosphere of religious emotion." He continues, that, "Like
Lucretius of old, he lends to analysis an imaginative splendor that
it does not in itself possess. In this way, he attracts many who
would have been repelled by a hard and dry positivism. They can
have in reading him the pleasant illusion that, after all, they are
making no serious sacrifice in substituting science for religion ."
^
1 Irving Babbitt. "Masters of Modern Fr , Criticism." p. 360.
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With this interest uppermost, Re nan wrote a number of vol-,
umes upon the history and evolution of religion, but as our invest i-:
gation is concerned primarily with the treatment of Jesus, let us
turn directly to his "La Vie De Jesus" published in 1863. This work;
showing clearly the hand of a man intensely interested in scientific
research, reinforced by a religious sensibility of unusual depth
and richness, was also influenced and inspired to a great extent by
Strauss' "Life of Jesus." That this work was inspired largely by
his epicurean sense there is no small doubt, when we recall the
various unctuous passages in which he expresses his attitude toward
the founder of Christianity. The echoes of his aesthetic religios-
ity are very clear when he says that he has a "keen relish" for
Jesus, and again that he feels a thrill in "savoring the delights of
the religious sentiment." He emphasizes continually ChrisUs allur-
ing personality, his aesthetic, magnetic power, until it seems to me
that the critic is quite justified in saying that nothing so ser-
iously enrages the sincere reader as his assumption that the highest
praise he can give Jesus is to say that he completely satisfies our
artistic sense
.
But it is not alone with the eye of the artist that Renan
writes his life of Jesus. He unites with this artistic perceptive-
ness an enthusiastic scientific spirit which sees in Jesus a pro-
duct of his time, the creature of environment. In establishing this
content ion, he speaks in the language of the French poet of nature
who had himself spent many years in the land of Palestine. His firsb
hand realism adds a charm to the book which shows clearly that it
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was written in the hut "of a Maronite on Lebanon." After carefully
explaining the political and social aspects of the times, he con-
trasts very strikingly the bright, beautiful land of Galilee with
the dark, gloomy, more pretentious Jerusalem, suggesting the con-
trast in the actual experiences of Jesus in these two lands. "With
its solemn doctors, its insipid canonists, its hypocritical and at-
rabilious devotees, Jerusalem has not conquered humanity. The North
has given to the world the simple Shunammite, the humble Canaanite,
the impassioned Magdalene, the good foster-father Joseph, and the
Virgin Mary. The North alone has made Christianity; Jerusalem, on
the contrary, is the true home of that obstinate Judaism, which,
founded by the Pharisees, and fixed by the Talmud, has traversed the
Middle Ages, and come down to us.
A beautiful external nature tended to produce a much less
austere spirit— a spirit less sharply monotheistic, if I may use thej
expression, which imprinted a charming and idyllic character on all
the dreams of Galilee. The saddest country in the world is perhaps
the region round about Jerusalem. Galilee, on the contrary, was a
very green, shady, smiling district, the true home of the Song of
Songs, and the songs of the well-beloved. During the two months
of March and April, the country forms a carpet of flowers of an in-
comparable variety of colors. The animals are small, and extremely
gentle*—delicate and lively turtle-doves, blue-birds so light that
they rest on a blade of grass without bending it, crested larks
which venture almost under the feet of the traveller, little river
tortoises with mild and lively eyes, storks with grave and modest
mien, which, laying aside all timidity, allow man to come quite neai
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thera, and seem almost to invite his approach. In no country in the
,
world do the mountains spread themselves out with more harmony, or
inspire higher thoughts. Jesus seems to have had a peculiar love
for them. The most important act3 of his divine career took place
upon the mountains. It was there that he was the most inspired; it
was there that he held secret communion with the ancient prophets;
and it was there that his disciples witnessed his transfiguration."^-
Thus Renan looked upon this land with the eye of the art is';
and the psychologist and from the ruins of its ancient splendor, he
constructs enchanting scenes in whose midst Jesus lived and grew.
The whole life and community he sees as vastly separated from the
gross materialism of the European agricultural district. "It has
spiritualised itself in ethereal dreams— in a kind of poetic mysti-
cism, blending heaven and earth," and in this romantic environment
"the whole history of infant Christianity has become a delightful
pastoral." Upon the background of that enchanting nature a charm-
ing idyll evolves. "Galilee has created the most sublime ideal for
the popular imagination; for behind its idyll moves the fate of
humanity, and the light which illumines its picture is the sun of
the kingdom of God." 3
I will not enter into the details of the book, for as far
as method is concerned it is treated in very much the same manner as
a modern biography by such a "scientific" critic as Taine. Begin-
ning with his childhood he represents Jesus as the son of an igno-
Renan. "Life of Jesus." pp. 74-5.
ibid. p. 76.
ibid. p. 76.
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rant peasant, gives him much the same character, and proceeds to tel.
the story of his life using the general facts of the Gospels, but
omitting all religious sentiment and supplying and heaping up his
artistic and aesthetic reaction. In his treatment of Christ's min-
j
istry and in the discussion of miracles, his spirit of scientific
positivism asserts itself strongly in his hatred and firm denun-
ciation of all so-called miracles. He attempts to explain all of
them as being either exaggerations of some natural incident, or pure
fabrication. For example, he explains the resurrection of Lazarus
as an unpardonable sin played by the sisters upon Jesus, in order to
increase his reputation as a worker of miracles. And that the story
of Paul* 3 meeting with Jesus on the road to Damascus was the result
of a natural hallucination. Paul's brain was overcome by heat and
fatigue, and falling into a semi-conscious state he imagined all the
details of this meeting with remarkable clearness of vision.
These ideas so strangely revolutionary in Kenan' s time,
were, nevertheless, eagerly received, because he voiced concretely
the ideas of many of his contemporaries. This was a time of in-
tense struggle in the hearts of men,between their allegiance to the
old religion of unquestioned faith and the dawning spirit of scien-
tific enlightenment; a time when the great problem in France was the
conflict of the Roman church with the state. Renan seems to find an
answer to these difficulties in his consideration of Jesus' words:
"'Render therefore unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and
unto God the things that are God's,' "Such," he says, "were the pro-
found words which decided the future of Christianity, words of the
most perfect spirituality and of marvellous justice, which establish-!-
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ed the separation of the spiritual from the temporal, and laid the
foundation of true liberalism." 1 Certainly, if Renan wished to es-
tablish any doctrine it was that of spiritual freedom, the right of
every individual to establish his own religious tenets, in the true
Hellenic spirit, as distinguished from the Hebraic. From Renan '
s
time on we have been growing ever and ever farther away from a He-
braic religion, until in our present age men are universally demand-
ing an intellectual sanction for religious dogma. They are care-
fully studying the life of Christ in an earnest, scientific spirit,
striving to separate fact from fiction, and to discover a Christ
who is in close touch with all humanity. There are many evidences
of this fact, outside of "homiletici3m," but I do not believe that
they are to be found directly in the recent literary movement. Not
in the spirit of a Jeremiah do I say this, for I feel that there is
a certain encouragement in the literary output of the time. Sales
are a very present object with many authors and they undoubtedly
recognize that the religious unrest of today has acquired sufficient
momentum to warrant a ready market for their treatment of religious
themes. Paramount to this subsidiary motive, there is, it seem3 to
me, a more praiseworthy significance of the wealth of "Jesus liter-
ature," namely, as suggested before, dramatic and artistic percep-
tiveness, an interest in this field, because it is an untrodden
path, of many undiscovered vistas.
Thus we have seen how modern thought and recent literature
were influenced to a great extent by the scientific, sensitive, im-
1 Renan. "Life of Jesus." p. 109.
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pressionable mind of Ernest Renan, and how much of recent religious
speculation and investigation is embodied in this strangely artis-
tic compound of Rousseau, Chateaubriand and Strauss.
Continuing this evolution of the aesthetic movement,
\
we find it culminating in the last part of the nineteenth century
in its most piquant product, Oscar Wilde, by whom we have Christ
completely aesthet icised . His relations to his literary ancestors
consist in his epicurean religiosity and in his worship of beauty
—
beauty of a very different kind from that of Chateaubriand and Renan.
It is a beauty of sorrow, not of joy and light.
"Prosperity, pleasure and success," he says, "may be
rough of grain and common in fibre but sorrow is the most sensitive
of all created things. There is nothing that stirs in the whole
world of thought, to which sorrow does not vibrate in terrible and
exquisite pulsation. The thin beaten-out leaf of tremulous gold
that chronicles the direction of forces the eye cannot see, is in
comparison coarse." 1 It is clearly seen that this man whose nature
vehemently cried, "0 for a life of sensations," feels a certain sat-
isfaction in his own degradation and suffering. He was an Epicu-
rean who had tasted all the innumerable excesses of pleasure, and
now while expiating his crime in Reading Gaol, in the midst of the
most intense shame and sorrow, he is led to Christ through the
primrose path of aesthetic sensibility, in a desire to see the other
side of life. In religion, he saw a new, undiscovered land of beau-
ty, an unexperienced sensation, a state of mind, where his soul
"De Profundis." p. 54.
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waa able "to revel in still more delicate and curious colors." Not
in the slightest sense of the word can we say that he was "convert-
j
ed, n drawn to Christ through any religious desire. What began for
him at this time was not a new life but a new pose.
He looks upon Christ as the prince of romantics "who
wakes in us that temper of wonder to which romance always appeal,"
asserting that His nature is essentially that of the poet, "and in-
j
tense and flamelike imagination." "Because of his beautiful message
to the world, his place is with the poets, Shelley and Sophocles are
his company. He feels that Christ's whole life was most poetical,
and surpasses in beauty that of any other personage of religious
history. "Yet the whole life of Christ— so entirely may sorrow and
beauty be made one in their meaning and manifestation— is really
an idyll, though it ends with the veil of the temple being rent, and
the darkness coming over the face of the earth, and the stone rolled
to the door of the sepulchre. One always thinks of him as a young
bridegroom with his companions, as indeed he somewhere describes
himself; as a shepherd straying through a valley with his sheep in
search of green meadow or cool stream; as a singer trying to build
out of the music the walls of the City of God; or as a lover for
whose love the whole world was too small. His miracles seem to me
2to be as exquisite as the coming of spring, and quite as natural."
He clearly sees in Christ the greatest artist who had ever voiced
the sufferings of the world, and who made his own life the most
"De Profundis." p. 54
2 ibid. p. 58.
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perfect piece of human suffering the world has ever known. "Out of
the carpenter's shop at Kazareth had come a personality infinitely
greater than any made by myth and legend, and one, strangely enough
destined to reveal to the world the mystical meaning of wine and the
real beauties of the lilies of the field as none, either an Cithae-
ron or at Enna, had ever done."
*
At the same time, Wilde felt that Christ's position and
historical signification were due to a conscious artistry on his owr
part, that is, he carefully molded his life to correspond with his
own artistic ideals of the perfect life. "With a width and wonder
of imagination that fills one almost with awe, he took tte entire
world of the inarticulate, the voiceless world of pain, as his king-
dom, and "whose silence is heard only of God," he chose as his broth-
ers. He sought to become eyes to the blind, ears to the deaf, and
a cry in the lips of those whose tongues had been tied. His desire
was to be to the myriads who had found no utterance, a very trumpet
through which they might call to heaven. And feeling, with the
artistic nature of one to whom suffering and sorrow were modes
through which he could realise his conception of the beautiful, that
an idea is of no value till it becomes incarnate and is made an
image, he made of himself the image of the Man of Sorrows, and as
such has fascinated and dominated art as no Greek god ever succeed-
ed in doing." 2
He feels that it is Christ's romantic temperament which
has made him so universally attractive, and the center of the gener-
al romantic movement in art and literature. He is so fascinating
l"De Profundi s." p, 70.
2 Ibid, p. 68-69.
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to artists because* he has all the color elements of life; mystery,
strangeness, pathos, suggestion, ecstacy, love."^ He sums up his
whole conception of Christ in this fashion. "The charm about Christ:
when all is said, is that he is just like a work cf art. He does
not really teach one anything, but by being brought into his pres-
ence one becomes something, "2
The significance of Oscar Wilde in our present investiga-
tion is that he voices the source of interest which so many recent
writers have felt in Christ, He explains Christ's appeal to the
artistic, literary sense and points the way to innumerable authors
who have been attracted by the Christ figure, that big, vague inde-
finable character of unlimited possibilities, for distinctly liter-
ary purposes.**
Just as the production of a religious play voicing the
conflict between Christianity and paganism, by Massinger and Dekker.
was such a curious phenomenon in the second decade of the seven-
teenth century, so now the great preponderance of religious litera-
ture dealing primarily with Christ or the Christ-like spirit, seems
an equally significant departure, for which recent critics are ea-
gerly seeking an explanation. This explanation, as stated pre-
ln De Profuna is." p. 75.
* These words were quoted in the earlier part of this
discussion, but I repeat them here, as expressing not only the es-
sential interest which Wilde feels in the figure of Christ, but al-
so the source of appeal which He makes to the whole group of recent
authors who have aesthetic ised Christ.
** I do not assume that all of the recent "Christ litera-
ture," has been inspired by an interest similar to that of Renan
and Wilae, for surely such books as Fogazzaro's "Saint" and Winston
Churchill 1 8 "Inside of The Cup/ indicate a real aim on the part of
the author to present some real fundamental religious question.
2»De Profundi s," p . 93 .
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viously, is to be found, I believe in the realm of aesthetic percep-
|
tiveness. In the following chapters of this discussion, I shall con-
sider recent religious novels and plays in which Christ is the cen-
j
tral figure, and attempt to show by analysis, a review of the story
j
and illustrative passages, how Christ has been aesthet icised .
Since it is beyond the scope of this work to cover in any
adequate manner this broad subject, I have selected typical books
from various literatures and from well-recognized authors. In this
way they are representative of this extremely interesting movement,
which is undoubtedly a universal one.
Another attendant and essential feature of this aesthetic
movement, is the marked liberal attitude toward treating the Christ
figure in a purely human manner. Authors using Him for literary
purposes, naturally bring Him, as any other dramatic personage, di-
rectly into a realistic, naturalistic participation in the action.
As literature voices the hopes, asp i rati ens, and questionings of the
age, so in the aesthet icising of Christ it seems only natural that
Jesus should be faced with the same burning questions of modern
life with which He is accosted on the real stage of life. These
features will also be considered in the following discussion.
The following books selected for discussion show how va-
ried is the recent literature in which the figure of Christ is pic-
tured either directly or indirectly: Rostand's "La Samaritaine;
"
Maeterlinck's "Mary Magdalene;" Sudermann's "Johanr.es;" Frenssen's
"Hilligenlei; " Selma Lagerlofs "Miracles of Antichrist;" Kennedy's
"Servant In The House."
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CHAPTER I
ROSTAND 1 S n LA SAMARITAINE"
Since it is a custom of the Parisicn stage to produce each
year during Holy Week, plays based upon some religious subject, it
was not at all strange when the bill board at the Theatre de la
Renaissance announced for Holy Wednesday night, April 14, 1897, "La
Samaritaine, Evangile en vers par M. Rostand." This play is an e-
laboration and a dramatization of the episodic moment in the life of
Jesus, when, according to the fourth chapter of John, he meets the
courtesan Samaritan at the well of Jacob. The theme is woven about
the familiar words: "Whosoever drinketh of this water, shall thirst
again: but whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him,
shall never thirst: but the water that I shall give him, shall be in
him a well of water springing up into everlasting life,"—but Ros-
tand does not seem to feel any hesitation about using these histor-
ical words to the best advantage. Sometimes he speaks according to
the gospel of St, John, but more often according to the gospel of
Rostand, as is very obvious in the words: "Quiconque
Boira l'eau de ce puits aura so if de nouveau;
Mais il n'aura plus soif celui qui boira l'eau
Que je lui donnerai; car en lui naitra d'elle
Le bondissement frais d'une eau perpetuelle,
De sorte qu'il sera sans fin desalte're'
Celui qui boira l'eau que je lui donnerai
-
1-
^ Rostand. "La Samaritaine." p. 50.
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Throughout the play it is not the religious, didactic note which
seems dominant, but rather a very conscious striving for effect. We
feel that "here is a striking, a very beautiful example of that re-
awakened cult for the beautiful, the mystic and the suggestive which;
found its chief expression among ourselves in Burne-Jcnes, in Wil-
I
Ham Morris and in Rossetti: which inspired Maeterlinck and Verlaine:
and has influenced Huysmans and all the younger litterateurs in
1France ."
Photine, the Samaritan woman, is well chosen as the medi-
ary for God's love to the people of Sichem. Rostand clothes her
with all the picturesqueness of his dramatic instinct. She seems
as impassioned and detached as a flame as wandering down the gray
hillside among the olives she finds the unknown Saviour waiting at
the well, or standing in the crowded market place, she draws the in-!
different, jeering townspeople about her by the single intensity of
her purpose. "There is perhaps, some far-off echo of Russian mysti-
cism, some reminiscence of the humble, ardent, illuminated heroines
of Tolstoy and of Dostoevsky in the conception of Photine; at mo-
ments in her inpassioned and pathetic faith we seem to hear speaking
|
the mystical sister of the Sonia of "Crime and Punishment'," but with)
a distinguishing sense of beauty has he portrayed the heroine of "La
2
j Samar itaine ."
"
The play, "une Evangile en Trois Tableau s, n really ccn-
1 Edinburgh Review. V. 192. p. 311.
2 ibid. p. 314.
* The stage is quite dark and as the ancient figures glide
about, we fesl we have indeed stepped into the land of the past.
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sists of a very long prologue, with one central act—-the second
—
where the real drama begins and ends, and followed by a sort of epi-
logue
,
summing up the teaching of the story in a very effective
climax
.
The first scene of Act One, in contrast to the essentially;
realistic tone of the following scenes, deals with the supernatural
,
j
very much in the manner of tragedies of the Renaissance. The patri-j
archs, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob appear and tell how God has chosen
this well of Jacob's as the place for the accomplishment of a mira-
cle.* They vanish as the Samaritans appear, talking of the oppres-
sion of the Romans, and of their hatred for the despised Jews. Then!
they tell of the coming of the Messiah, and how they will know him
"par son regard, au sen de sa parole, au geste de sa main," but when
j He appears just then with his disciples, they do not recognize Him
'and go on back to Sichem, still muttering hatred against the Jews
and Romans.
Left alone with the dissatisfied, weary disciples, Jesus
encourages them by stories of the good Samaritan and of the reward
| of brotherly love. He bids them go to Sichem and seek food, and as
| they depart, repeats to Pierre, the beautiful words:
I Oui, Pierre, un jour, les anges de mon ciel
T'ayant rassasie du vent de leurs echarpes,
Te de'salte'reront d'un murmure de harpes;
L'ame ee nourrira de souffles et d ' aCCords i . . . .
En attendant, cherchez la pature du corps
"La Samaritaine ." p. 41,
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•
While Jesus sits alone upon the edge of the well he hears
the sound of a flute, and looking up sees Photine ir. the distance.
The scene which follows shows Rostand at his best in the "lavish
j
application of exotic colors." Even W. G. Mosher, who is impressed
I
I
by Rostand's "religious aim and treatment," feels called upon to
\
make a sort of apology for this scene, when he says: "We must edu-
cate ourselves to a more liberal attitude toward the imaginative
treatment of sacred subjects, if our susceptibilities are not to be
wounded by the lavish application of exotic colors."-*- As Photine
approaches singing a voluptuous love song, Jesus is impressed by her
beauty and mentally compares the lines of her graceful figure to
those of the pretty water jug which she carries. The long soliloquy
j which the author has put ir the mouth of the Saviour shows Rostand's
!
great ability as an artistic and a dramatic poet. It is very notice!
ably, a great departure from religious truth, and illustrates admir-
ably the tendency prevalent among many recent dramatists to clothe
simple Biblical facts in such an imaginative, artistic garb as to
almost totally obscure their origin. Rostand's keen susceptibility
to physical beauty is shown in the following passage, the very es-
sence of which is sensuous aesthet icism:
it * % / \Meme, elle est assez pres deja pour que je vcie
le triple collier d'or ceinture de soie,
Et les yeux abaisses sous le long voile ombreux
Que de beaute mon Pere a mis sur ces Hebreuxl
—J'entends tinter les grands bracelets des chevilles'^
Voici bien, o Jacob, le geste dont tes filles
Savent, en avancan-t d'un pas jamais trop pror.pt
1 Mosher. "Promise of the Christ-Age in Rec . Lit." p. 65.
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Souterir rxblement l'amphore sur leur front.
Ellee vont, avec un sourire taciturne,
Et leur forme s'ajoute a la forme de l'urne,
Et tout leur corps r'est plus qu'un vase svelte, auquel
Le bras leve dessine une arse sur le cieli
(A ce moment la Samaritaine parait en haut du sentier.
Immortelle splendeur de cette grace agreste!
Je ne peux me lasser de 1 'admirer, ce geste
Solennel et charmant des femmes de chez nous,
Devant lequel je me mettrais presque a genoux
En pensant que c'est avec ce geste, le meme,
Que ieune, obscure et douce, ignorant que Dieu l'aime,
Et n'ayant pas recu dans un grand trouble encor
La Salutation de l'ange aux ailes d'or.
Ma mere allait porter sa cruche a la fantaine.
File a beaucoup peche', cette Samaritaine
Mais l'urne, dont a fui le divin contenu,
Se reconnait divine a I'anse du bras nt/l
--Elle chante en revant a des amours indignes." 1
Photine fills her jug without recognizing the dust covered wanderer
at the well, and starts back up the path still singing. Jesus, see-
ing a divine possibility in her beauty calls her back, by asking for
a drink from her jug. But when she offers it, he bids her drink in-
stead. In the lines which follow she recognizes Jesus as the real
Messiah, and succumbing to her emotions aroused by the beauty of Him :
"La Samaritaine." p. 42-43.
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and His teachings, turns to Christianity in "the very ecstacy of re-
ligious debauch." She slips to her knees and in her admiration and
joy, unconsciously breaks forth again in her love-song:
"Mon Bien-Aime' je t'ai cherche'—depuis l'aurore,
Sans te trouver,—et je te trouve,—et c'eat le soir;
Mais quel bonheurl— il ne fait pas>— tout a fait noir;
Mes yeux encore
Pourront te voir.
Ton nom repand— toutes les/\Uiles
—
principale3,
Ton souffle unti—tous les parfums—essent iels
,
Tes moindres mots— sont composes—de tous les miels,
Et tes yeux pales
De tous les ciels.
Mon coeur se fond Suddenly she breaks off,
thinking perhaps it is a little sacrilegious; but Jesus assures her
that he i3 "toujours un peu dans tous le3 mots d 1 amour,"
The Second Act, the only one of real dramatic life, is en-
acted in the inconspicuous little mountain town of Sichem. The first
scenes take place in the market, where the hungry disciples try in
vain to buy food from their enemies, the Samaritans. This busy scene,
where the merchants are crying their wares to the excited people,
shows the author's precision and his ability to deal with a situa-
tion in a brief, yet conclusive manner. With a few, clever strokes
how definitely is described the character of the arch-priest, the
disciples, the merchant, and at the same time, the political situa-
1,1 La Samaritaine ." p. 57.
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tion, the religious ideas, and the warring interests of the peopled
With the departure of the disciples, a new subject of gos-
sip is introduced. The priests and the elders of the town discuss
the sins of Photine, and decide for the good of the people, to exile
her from the town. Just then Photine rushes into the market-place,
and still panting for breath, hastens to tell them of the wonderful
Kazarene at the well of Jacob:
—
M I1 est si doux que j'ai tout de suite tremble7
Nul n'a son eloquence immense et familiere,
Et son geste est celui d'ouvrir une volierel" 1
In spite of the jeers of the people, who think this is mere fabrica-
tion, she bursts forth into a beautiful eulogy on the dust-covered
stranger whom she met.
"Pres du Puits de Jacob un jeune homnie est assisi
Ses cheveux ont la couleur blonde;
On croit voir 1 ' arc-en-ciel qui rassure le monde
Dans chacun de ses beaux sourcils.
Grave, il recoit, tenant une invisible palme,
L'ombre d'un invisible dais,
4 s.
On le reconnaitrait entre mille a son calme
Et c'est Celui que j 'attendaisl
Un vent d'ete', porteur d'un chant lointain, qui passe
Dans un troene d'En-Gaddi,
La flute se melant aux fleurs dans l'air tiedi
C'est a quoi fait penser sa grace!
1
"La Samaritaine ." p. 86.
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Et quant a sa douceur, elle est divine, elle e3t
Comrrie une plume de colombe,
Qui, blanche, quand l'oiseau se penche sur du lait,
D'une blancheur dans 1' autre tombe!" 1
The crowd moves ever nearer, attracted by her beauty and wild impas-
sioned words, and she continues to sreak as though divinely inspir-
ed. She tells cf His beauty and great love for all the world, in
such glowing terms that many are impressed and beseech her to lead
them tc this wonderful Saviour. But she says not until the whole
city follows, will she leave the town. Undaunted and very earnest-
ly she likens His voice to the summer wind, filled with the notes of
a distant song, and to the tender, vibrating sounds of the flute, as
they mingle with the flowers in the balmy air. The priest alarmed
at the strength of her appeal, and realizing his inability to contro
the excited people, sends for the Reman soldiers. Photine, seeing
that many are already eager to follow her, makes one final, supreme
effort. She tells of the teachings of Jesus in which is given the
whole Law for the people and the Prophets, and then summarizes His
mercy and love for the whole world. The climax of her appeal is
reached in this splendid passage, in which the word "love" occurs
twenty-five times in twenty-seven lines:
"Amour .. .amour .. .aimer I .. .Le ciel, e'est quand on aime.
Pour etre aimes du Pere, aimez votre prochain.
Donnez tout par amour. Partagez votre pain
Avec l'ami qui vient la nuit, et le demande
.
Si vous vous souvenez, en faisant votre offrande,
"La Samaritaine p. 89-90.
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Que votre frere a quelque chose contre vous,
Sortez, et ne venez vous remettre a genoux
Qu'ayant, la paix conclue, embrasse votre frere
D'ailleurs, un tel amour, c'est encor la misere.
Aimer son frere est bien, mais un pa'ien le peufc.
Si vous n'aimez que ceux qui vous aiment, c'est peu:
Aimez qui vous opprime et qui vous fait in suite!
Septante fois sept fois pardonnezi C'est mon culte
D' aimer celui qui veut decourager 1' amour.
S'l vous bat, ne criez pas contre, priez pour.
S'l vous prend un manteau, donnez-lui deux tuniques.
Aimez tous les ingrats comme des fils uniques.
Aimez vo6 ennemis, vous serez mes amis.
Aimez beaucoup, pour qu'il vous soit beaucoup remis,
Aimez encore. Aimez toujours. Aimez quand meme.
Aimez-vous bien les uns les autres. Quand on aime,
II faut sacrifier sa vie a son amour.
Moi je vous montrerai comment on aime, un jour
Amouri N'ayez que de l'amour dans la poitrine 1 . . .
.
Aimez-vousi
"
1
As Photine ceases, all the people fall
upon their knees and cry "Le Roi, fils de David!— Le
Christ!---Le roi des Cieux!" 2
At this moment, the centurion and soldiers whom the priest
las summoned, appear and arrest Photine. She feels that all is lost,
is the priest tells how she is plotting against the power of Rome and
1,1 La Samaritaine ." p. 105-106.
2 ibid. p. 106.
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wishes to lead the people to Jesus at the well of Jacob. The cen-
turion, however, when he hears her doctrine and that Jesus is her
leader, releases her, for he has seen Kim in Rome and heard Him say
"A Cesar ce qu'on doit a Cesari" "Surely," he continues,
"Tu sais, le jcli charpentier a tete blonde?....
Ge n'est pas celui-la qui troublera le mondel..."
The people, however, at the mention of Caesar's name are
filled with dissatisfaction, and as3ert their unwillingness to seek
a Jesus who believes in "rendering unto Caesar that which is Caesar's,
Poor Photine forced to win back her followers, hastens to tell them
that Christ has indeed come to found a kingdom, but it is not a
worldy one. It will exist in embryo in this world, but will expand
into a glorious completion only in the heavenly land. It exists for
all who desire it. Just "un peu d' amour, un peu de foi,
3
Et vous verrez quel beau royaume i
A
Tes doigts se sentiront rafraichis par les ailes
Des petits cherubins d'argent que tu ciselesi ....
These beautiful words overcome all opposition, and all are eager to
follow her. Some go because of their faith, some out of fear, oth-
ers out of curiosity or love for the beautiful woman. Even the
priest thinks it wouldn't be a bad plan for him to go, too. A cleve::
little touch of humour is suggested in his words:
"Eh bieni j'y vais aussii Cet homme va peut-etre
Fonder un nouveau culte et me nommer grand-pretre I" 4
1,1 La samaritaine ." p. 111.
2 ibid. 112.
3 ibid. p. 115
4 ibid. p. 117.
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The third act, as the first, takes place at the well of
Jacob. Its first scene portrays Jesus and His disciples lying about
a little fire which sends a blue thread of smoke up into the calm
air of the evening twilight. Reference is again made to the enmity
existing between the Jews and the Samaritans. Jesus strives to com-
fort his disheartened disciples, and at the same time censures their
reproaches against the outcast Samaritan woman. He tells them in
the words of the well known parable how "Les dernier spour moi, soien
les premiers I" 1 and how He, Himself, has come into the world to min-
ister "untc the very least of them."
Just as Jesus is speaking of the whitening harvest glisten
lag under the red sky, the sound of the nebel and the kinnor min-
gling with the jdyous songs of the approaching pilgrims is heard.
The whole city of Sichem approaches to do honor to "Le Salvator Mun-
di." It is indeed an effective scene, as amid the waving olives, the
beggars approach, leaning upon their staffs adorned with rosy
wreaths, the children dance hither and thither picking the fragrant
blossoms, and in front of all the graceful figure of Photine "par-
aissant en haut du talus, halentante, echevelee, couverte de fleurs
cueiliies en courant, les yeux splendides." Photine is very happy
as she tells Jesus how she has conquered the whole town by His grace
ar.d leads them thither to acknowledge Him as the real Saviour of the
world. She realizes that she is only a spokesman of His teaching
ar.d that His wondeful personality has been the irresistible magnet.
The very essence of aesthetic appeal is expressed in her words of
"La Samar itaine ." p. 138.
ibid. p. 138.
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praise to the "divin Silencieux."
"Tu regardais d'ici la ville, et que tes yeux
Mettaient autour des murs un invisible siege!....
Seul vainqueur dont la robe encore soit de neige,
Tendre ennemi, beau guerrier pur, blanc conquerant,"
"Regarde comme tous les rarr,eaux d'oliviers
2
Tremblent dans tous les doigts sans qu'il y ait de brise'I
The final scenes of the drama, in a number of short, pic-
turesque tableaux embody some of Christ's most beautiful teachings.
He explains how they are all Hia sheep and how He, the Good Shepherd
is ever watching over them. The children are rebuked for pushing
forward into His presence, but Jesus with His hands upon their cur-
ly heads, says*.
"Oh I les beaux yeux tout neufsl Ayez done de tels yeux;
Vous serez surs d'entrer au royaume des Oieux.
(Aux enfants.)
Voulez-vous rereter
—
je defends qu'on les grondei
—
no
The old, the blind, the cripples, the sinners come to Kim in their
affictions and building a bridge from His soul to theirs/ He gives
them all, relief. Even the arch-priest recognizing His power, sug-
gests the building of a wonderful Temple for Christ's glory—where
he as high priest in his wonderful violet robe embroidered with sil-
ver and gold shall conduct elaborate ceremonies. But Christ rebukes
ln La Samaritaine ." p. 141.
2 ibid. p. 142.
3 ibid. p. 146.
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him rather curtly, for His temple is out in the glorious world of
nature where all may worship with Him. Hie ceremonies are very sim-
ple; prayers are to be made in secret places, without ostentation;
and, finally through Photine He teaches them how they shall pray.
All close their eyes and bow their heads in silent adoration, as the
beautiful Samaritan woman kneeling at Jesus' feet repeats the words
of His prayer:
" Pere que nous avons dans les cieux, que l'on fete
Ton Norn; qu'advienne ton Royaume; que so is faite
Ta Volonte sur terre ainsi que dans le ciel;
Notre pain, auiourd'hui, supra- sub st an t iel
,
A
Donne- le-nous; acquitte-nous des dettes notres,
Comme envers nous, des leura, nous acquittons les autres;
Ne laisse pas nos coeurs, tentes etre en peril:
Mais nous libere du Malin."^
Thus we see how Rostand, the popular French dramatist has
woven a very effective drama about the well-worn theme. It is need-
less to say that" La Samar itaine" does not show the author at his best
nor ha3 it been received with the same enthusiasm as were "Cyrano de
Bergerac" or "Le Chantecler ." Yet "for a' that," in the melody and
rhythm of the lines, in the beautiful setting, and in the passage
filled with the "lavish application of exotic colour," there is a
certain charm that is indisputable. The personality of Jesus, with
all His intrinsic beauty, makes a great appeal to Rostand's aesthe-
tic temperament, and he portrays Him as Photine says, "Comme un
"La Samar itaine . " p. 158.
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sachet de myrrhe." In shorten "La Samar itaine", Rostand "does not
use his art to portray religious truths, but rather does he employ
religious facts for the display of his art."
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OHAPTER II
MAETERLINCK'S "MARIA MAGDALENA"
Maurice Maeterlinck, the well-known mystic in the field
of dramatic literature, has undertaken in his three-act play," Maria
Magdalena," to reproduce the familiar story of the conversion and
complete transformation of the beautiful sinner of Magdala. Various
legends have grown up about this Galilean courtesan and from ear-
liest times these Maria-Legenden have occupied a rather noticeable
position in literature. Dramatists, in particular, have been at-
tracted by this great psychological struggle, the awakening and com-
plete change which takes place in the mind and heart of Maria. Nor
does their interest seem at all unwarranted, for what is nearer the
dramatist's field than psychical analysis, the arousing of a human
soul, its struggle and final complete triumph of virtue over sin and
temptation ,
1
It is quite significant that more than ten years pre-
vious to Maeterlinck's production, Paul Heyse, the famous German
dramatist, recognising the dramatic possibilities of the Mary Magda-
lene theme, incorporated it into his popular play, "Maria von Magda-
la." That Maeterlinck was greatly influenced by this aged German
master we cannot doubt,* but, on the other hand, it is undoubtedly
*In a prefatory note to "Maria Magdalena," Maeterlinck ac-
knowledges his debt to Heyse for the two central situations of his
play; namely, at the end of the first act, the intervention of
Christ, who stops the crowd raging against Mary Magdalene with these
words: "He that is without sin among you, let him cast the first
stone;" and, in the third, the fundamental dilemma in which the grea
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true that this same aesthetic appeal of the subject itself, seems to
have drawn him irresistibly to descend from his shadow land where
blue-birds flap mysterious wings "into the cataclyse of Calvary."
In this play as in many other of his works, we find the unmistakable
influence of cultured mysticism, and realize how little the history
of humanity has done for the pen of Maeterlinck, that is, he finds
little material for his dramas in actual life, but seeks his inspi-
ration in the realm of the non-natural. Yet in spite of this pri-
mary influence of Nature and Solitude, we find in "Maria Magdalena"
a study of definite characters. Among these Jesus stands out a3 the
dominant motive of the whole action. The conversion of Mary which
is the chief event of the play, is brought about through the wonder-
ful power of Jesus, whose influence operates even through a hidden
presence. He never appears in person upon the stage, but remains
constantly in the background as the directing power and his voice is
heard from time to time determining the whole course of the action.
The play as a whole shows in modern terms the social and intellectua
conditions of Jesus' time.
The scene of the first act is laid in the beautiful Roman
villa at Bethany , where Silanus, a pagan philosopher is conversing
with Venus, the commander of the Roman forces in Jerusalem, about
sinner finds herself as to whether to save Jesus by giving herself
to a Roman*. He asked Heyse for permission to use these situations,
and the curt refusal of the earlier dramatist, gives us an interest-
ing sidelight on the jealousies of the literary world. In spite of
this rebuff, Maeterlinck proceeded with his work, stating that he
regarded these situations as common property anyway. The first com-
ing from the Bible itself, and the second being nothing more than a
version of the central theme of "Measure for Measure." 'Having said
this,' he continues, 'I am happy to express to the aged master my
gratitude for an intellectual benefit which is none the less great
for being involuntary."'
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the beautiful woman of Ma,;dala. Silanus, with his accentuated pagan
love of oriental splendor, greatly impressed by her beautiful gar-
ments and wonderful hair* says, "She was clad in a raiment that seem
ed woven of pearl3 and dew, in a cloak of Tyrian purple with Sap-
phire ornaments, and decked with jewels that rendered a little heav-
ier this eastern pomp. As for her hair, surely, unloosed, it would
cover the surface of that porphyry vase with an impenetrable veil of
gold."^ As the subject of their conversation approaches, Silanus
speaking, half to Verrus,who is in love with this proud woman, and
in part to Mary herself, continues in the same vein, "'Who is this
that cometh out of the wilderness like pillars of smoke, perfumed
with myrrh and frankincense? Who is she that looketh forth as
the morning, fair as the moon, clear as the sun and terrible as an
army with banners,' as your sacred books sing at the approach of the
Shulamite?" The character, and state of mind of Mary Magdalene at
this point of the narrative are very carefully analysed. Her hatred
of the Jews and of everything in any way connected with this de-
spised nation i3 insisted upon, in order tobring out more forcibly
the decided change which later takes place in her attitude toward
them. She has been robbed of her jewels and strongly suspects the
band of vagrants, who with Jesus as their leader, are encamped at a
short distance from her palace. She is especially bitter against
this Nazarene, whom she calls an unwashed brigand enticing people
1 "Mary Magdalene." p. 14.
8 ibid. p. 17,
It seems to be Mary Magdalene's wonderful hair which has
impressed so many writers.
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with a rude kind of sorcery and, who, on the pretence of preaching
some new law or doctrine, lives by plunder and surrounds himself
with the very worst characters. So thoroughly contemptuous is her
attitude toward Jesus at this point that one can scarcely realize at
the end of the play, that it is the same woman who praises Him in
the most extravagant terraa of love and devout admiration. The author
has indeed scored a marked triumph in the delineation of character
contrast in these forceful scenes. Even Silanus, the pagan, feels
the injustice of her Words and strives to release her from her mis-
conception. "The leader," he says, "was speaking in the midst of a
crowd, covered with dust and rage, among whom I observed a large num-
ber of rather repulsive cripples and sick. They seem extremely ig-
norant and exalted. They are poor and dirty, but I believe them to
be harmless and incapable of stealing more than a cup of water or
an ear of wheat The Galilean, or the Kazarene, as they call
him here, is rather curious; and his voice is of a penetrating and
peculiar sweetness."^"
The next scene is opened by the extravagant eulogy of
Appius, the cynical patrician, who with Coelius,bows down in worship
of this beautiful woman. "'Venus has left Cyprus and soars above
Jerusalem!' Or, rather, it is the fair Techmessa, who already brings
back the smile to the lips of the son of TelamonJ Admire,
Coelius, the magnificent image raised under this portico by Love and
Beautyl" 2 Then turning to less dazzling images, they tell of the
miracles of Jesus; how he has cured a leper, and how, since that
time, multitudes of sick, crippled, and the vagrants, come from all
lH Maria Magdalene." p. 23.
8 ibid. p. 28.
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parts of Jericho to ask aid from him whom they call the Saviour of
the World, the Son of David, and the King of the Jews. Just at this
moment, from the opposite side of the hedge separating the villa of
Mary Magdalene from that of Silanus, comes the noise of the multi-
tude seeking Jesus. Cries of Hosannahi Hosannahi Jesus of Nazareth,
have pity on mel, ring out midst the rolling of stones, crying of
children and barking of dogs ... .suddenly the tumult ceases. "An in-
comparable silence, in which it seems as though the birds and the
leaves of the trees and the very air that is breathed take part,
falls with all its supernatural weight upon the countryside; . . .and,
in this silence, which weighs upon the people on the terrace also,
there rises, absolute sovereign of space and the hour, a wonderful
voice, soft and all-powerful, intoxicated with arduous, light and
1
love, distant and yet near to every heart and present in every soull
Then a voice "incomparable in sweetness" is heard pronouncing the
Beatitudes, and the Magdalene is drawn towards him "as though irre-
sistibly by the divine voice." Verrus strives to detain her, but wav-
ing him fiercely aside, she goes towards the hedge from where the
voice continues, "Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do
good to them that hate you and pray for them which despitefully use
you I" 2 The mob that follow Him catch sight of her and shout, "'The
Roman woman! The adulteressi Stone herl' Suddenly a loud
call of the supernatural voice rings under the nearer olive-trees,
and Jesus subdues all by a voice which "rises, calm, august, pro-
found and irresistible, »He that is without sin among you, let him
x
"Mary Magdalene." p. 46.
2 ibid. p. 51.
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first cast a stone at herJ'" 1 The curtain goes down upon a most
effective tableau. One by one the stones drop to the ground, a3 the;
crowd slinks away, and Mary Magdalene, deeply moved, slowly ascends
the steps of the terrace.
In the second act, the character of the heroine has under-
gone some marked, though intangible change. All that used to resist
in the soul of the proud woman is broken. As she lies in her loverfe
arms, she who has never wept in her worst moments of distress, is
sobbing violently. She delights in his love and protection, but in-
stinctively fears (although unconscious of the real cause) for the
One who has stirred her soul to its better nature, and for her own
future happiness. Verrus who has been ordered to arrest the Nazarene
tells her that he will forget his duty, if she will but flee to an-
other land with him where they will live only for each other. He
sees in his order to capture Jesus nothing but the work of priestly
factions, "a vulgar, constabulary measure directed against sick men
and vagrants," but Mary is more seriously concerned. She asks,
"What has he done? What is he accused of? He is innocent, I
know; besides one need but see him to understand He brings a
happiness that was not known before; and all those who came near hirr
are happy, it seems, like children at their awakening .... I myself,
who only caught a glimpse of him among the olive trees, felt that
gladness was rising in my soul like a sort of light that overtook my
thoughts. He fixed his eyes for but a moment on mine; and that will
be enough for the rest of my life I knew that he recognized me
without ever having seen me and I knew that he wished to see me
"Maria Magdalene." p. 54-
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again..,. He seemed to choose me gravely, absolutely, for ever,"
It is indeed a remarkable transformation which has taken place in
her soul, as a result of her indirect contact with Jesus. Maeter-
linck from this point emphasizes the ever-increasing power and in-
fluence of the personality of Jesus, as well as describing the
successive steps in the evolution of the Magdalene's character,
A very effective scene follows in which Jesus' wonderful
power is shown operating more vigorously than ever. Appius appears
and tells of His most unspeakable
,
unequalled, unheard-of phenomenon
namely, the raising of Lazarus from the dead. This account of His
most wonderful miracle is described in an intensely realistic manner
and shows Maeterlinck's effective use of word pictures. "By Hades
and Persephone, what my senses perceived was no illusion, I assure
youl We nearly fell from our rocks! The corpse was there,
in the greedy light that devoured the cave, lying like a stiff and
shapeless statue, closely bound in grave-clothes, the face covered
with a napkin. The crowd, heaped up in a semicircle, irresistibly
attracted and repelled, leaned forward, stretching its thousand
necks, without daring to approach " The Nazarene cried "'Laz-
arus, come forth!' We heard only the sound of the wind moving the
garments of the multitude and the buzzing of the flies that swarmed
into the grave. All eyes were so firmly fixed upon the corpse that
I saw, so to speak, their motionless beams, as one sees the sunbeams
in a dark room Suddenly, it became plain, terrifying, super-
human. The dead man, obeying the order, slowly bent in two; then,
1 "Maria Magdalene." p. 73.
2 ibid. p. 86-87.
)
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snapping the bandages that fastened his legs, he stood up erect,
like a stone, all vfoite, with his arms bound and his head veiled.
With small, almost impossible steps, guided by the light, he came
forth from the grave," 1 Lazarus, himself, in his pale, emaciated
condition, comes in then, and in a voice that does not yet seem to
have recovered its human note, bids Mary follow him to seek the Mas-
ter. The keynote of all is sounded at the end of this act, when
Mary Magdalene, with her hair loosened in her struggle to escape
the restraining hands of her lover, steps forward and follows Laz-
arus without one questioning word. As Silanus says, "this is as
p
surprising as the resurrection of a dead man," that the fairest,
richest and proudest woman in all Judea without any previous under-
standing, obeys the first word, the first sign of the grotesque and
repulsive messenger sent by one whom she had never seen but once in
her life. ,w Indeed it is a greater miracle and far more surprising,
for, "By awaking a dead man, in the depth of his grave, he shows us
that he possesses a power greater than that of cur masters, but not
a greater wisdom If all the dead who people these valleys were
to rise from their graves to bear witness, in his name, to a truth
less high than that which I know, I would not believe them. Whether
the dead sleer or wake, I will not give them a thought unless they
teach me to make a better use of my life,"^
The third act filled with pessimistic pictures of human
cowardice, selfishness, and ingratitude, shows the greatest imagina-
tive power and dramatic interest. Nicodemus, Simon The Leper,
ln Maria Magdalena." p. 86-87.
3 ibid. p. 106.
3 ibid. p. 104.
4 ibid. p. 92.
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Lazarus, Cleophas, Bart imaeus
,
Mary Cleophas, Salome, and others are
assembled at the house of Joseph of Arimathea in the Supper-room in ,
which the Last Supper took place. Their conversation shows how
Jesus was misunderstood by all, even those for whom He had done the
most. Only Mary Magdalene remains faithful to Him. The others,
utterly selfish, forget Him, in their desire to save themselves from
arrest, and seem to wholly misinterpret His motives. She alone un-
derstands, she who did not come to Him until the eleventh hour, and
who was drawn from the lowest depths of sin, sees the light as those
who have lived, in His light for months and years do not. She pays
Jesus the highest tribute when she entreats her returned lover to
aid her in her efforts to save the Nazarene . "How can we help him?
He is not only innocent, as you well know, he is so pure, he
stands so high that the thoughts of men cannot reach him.,.. In his
goodness he is bearing everything for the sins of the world; but we
will not have him sacrifice himself for us.... -A single glance from
his eyes, a single word from his mouth, are worth all the lives of
all other men."
1
For a time she believes that Venus will save Him.
It is true that he will save Him, but she must first pay the price.
Gradually his purpose dawns upon her bewildered mind; she is to sell
herself to the Roman as the price of her Saviour's life.
This situation involving the great struggle of a human
soul, is one of the most dramatic of the whole play, A severe bat-
tle is waged, resulting in the complete ennoblement of a woman's
soul by spiritual ecstasy. Slowly, very slowly does she realize the
true significance of it all, as the real vision is expanded in her
"Maria Magdalena." p. 136.
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soul. Gazing deep into those depths which Verrus cannot penetrate,
she discerns clearly the answer which she must make. With a sudden
outburst she cries, "The sacrifice which you are making to love I . , .
Ah, if you could see the sacrifice which is being accomplished here
and which the very angels dare not look upon!.... But you cannot
know what has happened on earth since he descended upon it i .... It is
no longer the same earth; and it is no longer possible! Before
he camel Before he camel And, even then, today, I, who have
been born again through him, if it were not he, if it were a ques-
tion of another, I should not have the strength! .... I should perhaps
sin against all that he loves, to save what I love.... But he gives
too much strength to love and to suffer! I could save him in
spite of himself; but no longer in spite of myself !.... If I bought
his life at the price which you offer, all that he wished, all that
he loved would be dead! I cannot plunge the flame into the mire
to save the lamp! I cannot give him the only death that could
touch him! .. .But look at me with clearer eyes and you shall perhaps
see all that I perceive without being able to tell you! Were I
to yield but for a moment under the weight of love, all that he has
said, all that he has done, all that he has given would sink back
into the darkness, the earth would be more deserted than if he had
not been born and heaven would be closed to mankind for ever!
I should be destroying him altogether, destroying more than himself,
to gain for him days which would destroy everything."^- Yet for a
moment she weakens, when she pictures His death, His sorrows, His
suffering. She is groping blindly for light, but as she raises her
"Maria Magdalena." p. 155-15 7.
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eyes to his heaven of light
9
sees "only his steadfast fact, his eyes'
that lit up all he looked upon, his mouth that spoke unceasingly of ;
hhappiness his feet which she has kissed, lifeless and icy cold!
As Verrus catches her in his arms, he says cynically, "I knew."
Those words are enough to bring the woman to herself. "No, you did
not know," she cries. "Do not ask the one impossible thing I
will be your slave, I will live at your feet, serve you on my knees
for the rest of my days; but give me his life without destroying in
my soul and throughout the earth that which is the very life of our
new life." 2
Now approaches the procession leading Jesus to execution.
Those within the Supper-room lose their heads completely, and run
wildly around the room seeking for some way of escape from the ap-
proaching Roman soldiers. The lamps are extinguished and a sort of
shadow-play follows, in which Maeterlinck by painting little suggest;
the great. He introduces the crucifixion march with all its cruel-
ties and horrors, as it were, for his colors. As they come nearer,
the red light of their torches cast into the room, lights up the
scene in a most effective manner. Cries of "Crucify Him! Tempter I
Blasphemer I" are redoubled in the street and are now heard outside
the house itself. The lame and the blind within, irresistibly at-
tracted, steal to the window, and announce that the Master has fall-
en and is gazing at the house. Once more Verrus tempts the Magda-
lene, but she "without stirring, without looking at him, without
anger, simply, in a voice from another life, full of peace, full of
1" Maria Magdalena." p. 163,
2 ibid. p. 178.
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divine clarity and certainty *bids him "Go." Thereupon Jesus, as
though He had been waiting for her decision, passes satisfied to His
doom. "Verrus goes out slowly, with his eyes on Magdalena who re-
mains motionless, as though, in ecstasy and all illumined with the
light of the departing torches."
This "episodical Sardouesque treatment of the New Testa-
ment" is concerned primarily with the transformation of a human soul
It is a self-examination, a confession, a kind of thinking aloud, in
which are described all the intellectual passions, the uncertainties
and contradictions of a complete psychical upheaval. That it is
founded upon philosophical ideas apprehended emotionally we cannot
doubt. Maeterlinck with his marked propensity toward mysticism was
irresistibly drawn to a portrayal of the revered Saint Mary Magda-
lene,who through all Christian centuries has been dear not only to
devotion but to literature and art as well. He recognized the drama-
tic possibilities of this theme and with an artistic skill very like
that of Poe and Hoffmann, united this mysticism with a certain free-
dom of thinking to produce his drama, "Maria Magdalena." This beau-
tiful 3inner, aroused to her better self through the influence of
Jesus, gradually takes on a resolution of purpose and strength which
reach a beautiful consummation in her complete self-annihilation and
humble submission. In this realisation of character through tempta-
tion, Jesus who is clearly the motive power, is kept continually
in the background; the interest being centered at all times in the
•woman of Magdala. _At the same time, his aim is very clearly
1,1 Maria Magdalena." p. 178.
2 ibid, p. 179,
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rot only to render the soul and the soul's atmosphere , but to reveal
intangible mystery, pity and beauty through beautiful pictures. HiSj
philosophy, if we may call it that,as shown in his portrayal of
character, seems "akin to certain passages executed in the allegoric 1
pictures of Albrecht Durer, William Blake, Rcssetti and Burne-Jones?- "
It is decidedly Pre-Raphaelite in tone throughout. We feel that "to
realize, to exteriorize the mystery, the significance of the soul
3life, what a strange web is woven by the poet dramatist," He breaks
with the conventions of the past, and creates something that is not
quite drama, something that is not poetry, yet clearly beyond the
realm of ordinary prose "full of ecstasies, silent joys, luminous
pauses, and a burning fever of the soul."
This drama like that of Rostand's discussed in the last
chapter, shows the use of religious material, of well-known Biblical
stories, in the field of pure literature. Both are conceived in the
same general spirit, but there is a marked difference in presenta-
tion. Rostand with his naturalistic philosophy, portrays a Jesus
eminently natural and human, in close touch with humanity, whereas
Maeterlinck the mystic and religious devotee of beauty, leaves his
Jesus in the realm of the non-natural—both are essentially artistic
rather than religious. In brief, we may say that "Maria Magdalena"
like "La Samaritaine" is representative of the tendency of recent
dramatists to seize upon some incident directly or indirectly con-
nected with the life of Christ, and to use His figure as the motive
rower in a drama of marked aesthetic appeal,
lHuneker. "Iconoclasts, Book of Dramatists." p. 377.
Sibid.
1
I
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CHAPTER III :
SUDEPMANN ' S "JOHANNES"
Just as we have seen in Rostand's "La Samaritaine, and in
Maeter linck 1 8 "Maria Magdalene" the development of a character
through the influence of Jesus, so in the German drama "Johannes"
we find the dramatisation of the same theme, the struggle of a human
soul confronted by Christ and his message. In all three it is the
triumph of Christianity over the spiritual struggles of humanity,
with this difference, that in the former plays, a soul immersed in
sin is aroused by religion, and gradually develops to a complete
triumph over the earlier life, whereas in "Johannes," we are dealing
with a kind of religious fanatic, who has not realized the true
message of Jesus, but who achieves a final victory through the dawn-
ing knowledge of real Christianity, accomplished at the expense of
material destruction. The prophet learns that Christ's whole teach-
ing is love, insurpassable love, not only to your friends but to
your enemies. He realizes that he has failed to grasp this message
until it is too late, and he dies to prepare the way for Him who so
soon enters the gates of the city. He dies with the full realisa-
tion of Christ and His love in his heart, and as he stands with his
arms out-stretched and his eyes turned toward Heaven and cries
"Meine Freude nun ist erfullet,"we feel that his development and per-
fection are as wonderful as that of the proud courtesans. Likewise,
just as I have tried to show in the former plays that the authors
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have found an inspiration in this theme from the aesthetic side and
have written plays in which this interest is dominant, so, I shall
attempt to show in Sudermann ' s "Johannes" a similar use of Biblical
matter for artistic purposes; and at the same time, 3how how he ex-
emplifies the trend of recent literature to voice the universal
hopes, longings and perplexities of the essentially modern problems
of life.
The play is based upon the well-known story of John the
Baptist, who was cast into prison because he decried the sinful mar-
riage of Herod with his brother's wife, Herodias, and was later be-
headed at the command of Herodias' daughter,* who after winning fav-
or from Herod by her dancing, demanded (at the instigation of her
mother) as a reward, the head of John the Baptist on a silver charg-
er. In Sudermann's treatment, John is made the sealer of his own
fater
.
In spite of his doubts as to the real message of Jesus, and
of his own mission, he resists all temptations to save himself, and
spurning the offers of Herodias and Salome brings about his own de-
struction. But before his death, he learns the real meaning of
Christianity, and dies feeling that all is just, that his work was
merely to prepare the way for Him who was to come.
From this sketch we see that we are concerned, as in all
truly dramatic characters, with two spheres, namely, one of action,
and another, which for convenience, we may call the inner sphere of
It is interesting that the name "Salome" is never used in
any of the Biblical accounts. She is always referred to as the
daughter of Herodias. As to the origin of the name a note to Mark
VI, 22, of the Genevan Bible of 1599, says that Josephus calls her
"Salome". In Vol. III., p. 287 of Josephus' works translated by
Whiston and revised by Rev. A. R, Shi lie to, this is verified.
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thought—the struggles of the inner man, through the influence of
Jesus, which determines his outward participation in the action.
It is in this external field that Sudermann finds the greatest oppor-
tunity for working out his artistic ideas, and it is in the striv-
ings of the heart that we find a more subtle, complex treatment,
which some critics choose to call a religious note. These critics,
such as Mr. Mosher, center the whole discussion about this inner
sphere of thought, and neglect almost totally the other, larger
field of action. Even if this were the paramount interest of the
dramatist, the religious struggle of John, I see no justification
for insisting that the sole aim of the dramatist was to preach a re-
ligious sermon to his audience. I believe that the development of
John' 8 character is so intensely dramatic in itself, that Sudermann
was interested primarily in its great possibilities for artistic
treatment. Apart from this particular point, I feel there is suf-
ficient evidence in the action as it is worked cut, the introduction
of so many porely aesthetic details, to substantiate my thesis that
this play, although dealing with religious material, belongs in
reality to what we for convenience in this study call non-re
l
igieus
literature
.
The purely exotic treatment is so pronounced 'that it is
impossible for the conscientious, honest critic to so overlook the
aesthetic, as to see only a lofty religious theme conceived in a
homiletic spirit. In the first place there is no proper distinction
between the action of the play, and the pulsating forces behind it.
The two are inseparably connected, for there can be no external ac-
tion devoid of inner subjective influences, and for this reason no
adequate treatment of the one can be given with the exclusion of the
other. I believe, then, that a careful consideration of the questicr
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from both standpoints, if such distinction must be made, will show
that the treatment of the religious struggles of "Johannes" is an
artistic one, and that Sudermann's interest is unquestionably lit-
erary and aesthetic. With this consideration before you, I shall
proceed to a general review of "Johannes" and then analyse some-
what in detail the most dramatic parts of the work, comparing them
with Oscar Wilde '3 "Salome," a one-act drama which covers the same
field of action as found in the last two acts of the later German
play.
In the Vor spiel of Sudermann's "Johannes," we see John in
the wilderness. A multitude of people have gathered about him, be-
lieving that he is the real Messiah, and in answer to their plead-
ings for the healing of their afflictions, he earnestly protests
that he is not the King, but merely comes to prepare the way for Je-
sus. "Was hab' ich euch zu geben, ich der Bettler? Und das Wasser,
das ich schleppe euch zur Tauf e , ist armes Wasser der Busze, Der
aber nach mir kommt , der wird euch mit dem Geist und mit Feuer tauf-
en. Und ich bin nicht wert, dasz ich mich bucke, ihm die Schuhriem-
1
en. So gering bin ich vor ihm." With burning words he 'speaks of
the sinful marriage of their ruler Herod with Herodias, and of the
injustice of their woes and sufferings, but bids them wipe away thei:
tears and prepare for the One who is soon coming to do away with all
sorrow in Israel. In spite of the vehemence of his words, he occa-
sionally betrays by a word, a look or by a momentary hesitation,
that his faith is cloudy, dark, almost fanatic, rather than a firmly
1 Sudermann's. " Johannes"? . 13.
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founded one of jcyful submission. Even in these word3, at the very i
beginning of the play, doubts seem to assail him which will in the
end result in his destruction. I shall quote the entire passage,
as it explains so clearly Johannes' 3tate of mind at this point.
"Glaubt ihr , er wird sich finden lassen von euch Elenden in euren
Aufblahen und Aufruhr ?..... .Wer seid ihr, da3z ihr den Weg der Welt
nur urn eines Haares Breite andern solltet? Doch wenn der Tag
seiner Ernte wird gekommen sein, dann wird er nach eigenem Willen
vor euch erscheinen, leuchtend als Konig der Heerscharenl—Und die
vier Cherubin vor ihm her—auf gepanzerten Rossen—mit flammenden
ii
Sicheln— Zu mahen und zu zer3tampfen Was in Sunderi geil auf-
» ti
sprieszt, das wird gemahet sein, und was sich baumt wider ihn, das
wird zerstampfet sein. Drum, ihr Manner Israels, jatet das Unkraut
,
das da wuchert und friszt an eurem Leibe, damit ihr nicht verderbet
mit euren Verderbern und nicht hinweggefegt werdet mit denen, die
euch besudeln—wenn er naht , der den Regenbogen tragt siebenfarbig
ii
um das Haupt—er, der da kommen 30 11— der kommen musz
—
(brutend)
Kommen rnusz."^"
Next he appears on the streets of Jerusalem inciting the
people to revolt against the oppression of Herod, and expecially to
prevent his going to the sacred temple with Herodias, to have his
sinful marriage sanctified. Here, he appears more the religious
fanatic than ever for he leads the mob to the temple and then has no
idea what he wishes to do with them; also when Amasai , one of the
wise Pharisees, question him with regard to the law, he can give no
Sudermann . "Johannes" p. 17.
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answer. He rebukes Amasai and tells him that he has degraded the
law, enslaved the people, making them crawl in the dust with the
load of the world on their backs, but when Amasai asks him to teach,
not to rebuke, he is uncertain as to a reply. As their dispute
waxes warmer over what is law and what is sacrifice, the clear voice
of Simon of Galilee calls out,"Htther denn Gesetz und Opfer ist die
1
Liebe." John is deeply moved by those words, for he recognizes in
them the teacher whose doctrine he has been preaching, but whose
message he has failed to grasp. For the first time he doubts his
mission, doubts the truth of his own religion. It is that strange
word "love" which disturbs his soul, which he does not understand.
In the next act, where Salome and Herodias play such an
important part, John rises to hi3 full power as an ascetic. Salome,
who has been attracted by this man clad in lions' skins, has a great
desire to render him a victim to her wanton charms. Accordingly, as
he enters the palace, she showers him with rose-petals and after
bidding her maidens bring their harps to charm him, says in a low
voice, half to herself: "Du Wilder aus der Wuste Juda, der hassende
Blitz deines Auges, mich wird er nicht fressen; ein anderes Feuer
will ich ir. ihm entzundern, lieblich und krark wie meine 'Traume,
» it i
wenn die Susze der Karzissen nachtlich zu meinen Haupten duftet."
Throughout this scene, although the ostensible motive is the develop-
ment of John's soul, yet we feel instinctively that the artist) s real
interest as well as his greatest skill lies in the introduction of
aesthetic embellishments. Salome bids him look upon her beauty; see
how her cheeks have been reddened by the glistening of the dew upon
"Johannes." p. 63.
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the poppy fields, through which has recently passed, and then asks
if she may be hi 3 queen. John is unmoved by her charm yet shows
that he is vaguely troubled when he replies that he is no king, "Der
ft
Konig kommt nach mir, ich aber irre in der Finsternis and suche ein-j
en leg zurischen den Dornen." 1 He is uncertain about having found
"thi3 way." But he bids her turn away from her sin and from him,
for he has come to curse her and all who follow in her path. He
fails to see that his repudiation acts as a magic love-potion upon
her. Herodias also wishes to win him, as an aid to her political
designs, and to prevent his crying out against the legality of her
marriage. She offers him wealth, power, sovereignty and finally
her own lovely daughter. Again he is firm in resisting sensual temp-
tation and denounces her as an adulteress with prostitute written
on her forehead. However, he is vaguely troubled when she speaks of
that inexplicable enigma "love," and can find no answer, when she
angrily continues, "Wer sich vermessen will, uber Menschen ein Rich-
ter zu seir.
, der musz teilhaben an ihrem Thun und menschlich sein
untsr Menschen Du aber scheinest mir so feme ab, dasz der
Sohlag des Menschenherzens selbst dich noch eine Thorheit dunkt
. . . .
Du hast dich vor jeder Schuld feig' in deine Oeden geschlichen und
kriechst nun hervor, um andere schuldig zu nennen , Dich hat der
Glutwind in deiner Wuste vielleicht das Hassen gelehrt—was weiszt
du von denen, die leben und sterben um ihrer Liebe willen?"° He
realizes the greatness of hi 3 fault, and his own weakness, in his
inability to defend himself, but remains invincible in his hatred
1,1 Johannes," p. 67.
2 ibid. p. 71-72.
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towards this wicked woman and her wanton daughter. "Triff du mich
immerhin mit deinem Gifte, und du trafft gut, Aber
—
(zum Fenster
weisend) siche dort das Volk des Herrn— das blecket die Zahne wider
dich, denn du hast ihm genommen sein bitteres Brot und ausgeschuttet
j
it
seine kummerliche Labe . Du sa^st, ich kenne es nicht . . . .Doch seine
Sehnsucht kenne ich, denn ich habe sie ihm geschaffen. Und vor die- :
ser Sehnsucht stehe ich mit meinem Leben und rufe dir zu: Wehe dir,
dasz du sie ihm besudelst WeheJ Wehei"
1
The greater part of the third act is concerned with the
religious doubts and questionings of Johannes. He grows more and
more dissatisfied with himself, more intense and earnest in his long-
ing for light, as he comes to 3ee that he does not understand even
those who are nearest to him. Jael, the wife of his favorite follow-'
er, comes to him and begs him to give back to her the heart of her
husband which has been led away by his teaching. John has not
thought of thi3 man's home life, of the love which he has stifled.
Who is he, to teach others, when he knows not himself. 1 Who is sure
of but one thing— that he has been sent. In the agony of despair he
cries, "Eher will ich zu diesen schwarzen Mauern reden, vielleicht,
ii
dasz ich sie sturzen kann,— eher zu dem Hungern deiner Kinder,
vielleicht, dasz mein Qort sie satt macht . Aber der Glaube, der
leuchter.d zu mir aufschaut, weil er glaubt, der thut mir weh
» ti
Den Galilaer will ich. Den Galilaer sollt ihr mir schaf fen . . . Seht
,
n 2m meinem Konige ruht meine Kraft." He realizes that his strength
is not in himself, but in Jesus, and unless he receives some message
"Johannes ." r
. 72 ,
ibid, 82.
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of hope from Him, he will lose his own soul. Where is salvation!
It is not love, for love has seemed little, selfish, weak and even
sinful. While the crowd urges him to plan for the destruction of
Herod on the morrow, he meditates as to what his course of action
should be. That puzzling word "love" still confronts him and he
knows not what to do. At last his sould rises up in protest against
this thing men call "love," and he cries: " Ich horte hier einen von
it it
Sunde reden . . . Wiszt ihr , in welches Gewand sich die Sunde vornehm-
lich kleidet, wenn sie unter die Leute geht? Saget Hoffart— saget
n
Hasz, sagt, was ihr wollt, und ich werde eurer lachen. Hort und be-
haltet es: Liebe nennt sie sich am liebsten. Alles, was klein ist
und sich duckt , weil es klein ist,—was die Brosamlein von seinem
Tische wirft, urn nicht mit den Broten zu werfen,—was die Graber
zudeckt, damit sie heimlich stinken,—was sich den Daumen der linken
Hand abhackt , damit er zum Daumen der Rechten nicht sage: hute dich
it
das alles heiszen sie Liebe ... .Und Liebe heiszen sie, wenn im Fruh-
ii
ling ciie Esel brunstig werden und die Hindinnen schreien, wenn ein
Weib selber am Abend die Steine zusammentragt , mit denen das Volk
sie toten wird am Morgen
,
urn noch darauf zu buhlen; und das Weib
spricht: Siehe, Liebster, wie ist unser Lager so susz'.-^-das nennen
sie Liebe," 1 Later he tries to assure himself that his mission is
to give a message of hope to suffering humanity, to tell them that
a King will come to make these down-trodden people happy again. And
then he seems to lose all hope and faith, when from one of these
3ame down-trodden people, he learns the cruel truth,— they do not
want the kind of Messiah of which he tells. "Den nicht. Den will
"Johannes." p. 84-85.
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ich nicht . Denn mit goldenem Panzer angethan sind schon so viele
gekommen und haben das Schwert gereckt so oft, dasz Israel blutet
wie ein Opfertier. Und er soil kein Konig sein. Nein, Wenn die
Konige kommen, dann kommen sie zu den Komgen. Zu una Armen ist
noch keiner ge kommen . . .Geh fort, Fremdling, du vergreifest dich an
i
meinem biszehen Hof fnung . . .Geh—der bist ein falscher Prophet."
Immediately after this, the climax is reached. Johannes
has been searching ever for the one whc preaches this gospel of
"love," which has so visibly disturbed him, and in a vague way he
has connected it with the youth that he baptized years before in the
Jordan. Meeting with the Galilean fishermen now, he learns that
there i3 indeed a new prophet, Jesus of Nazareth, but he is disap-
pointed, for this is not the King Messiah whom he expected. He is
a very human person, whose father is a carpenter, and a very
ordinary kind of man. More than that, he sits with publicans and
sinners and preaches the most strange doctrine, "wir sollen unsre
Feir.de lieben, und segnen, die uns fluchen—und bitten sollen wir
ii 2
fur die, die uns verfclgen," Just then, the call announcing the
break of day is heard, the gates of the temple are opened, and as
the people stream forward to revolt against Herod, Johannes is car-
ried along with the crowd. Torn with conflicting thoughts, he asks
himself, "Eas Bi Id meines Konigs— leuchtend im Glanz der Cherubim
—
wo ist es? Ti'o ist der Regenbogen siebenfarbig uber seinem Haupt?
Sieben Fackeln brannten vor seinem Stuhl— ich sehe sie nicht mehr."
As the king and Herodias ascend the steps, someone puts a stone into
1,1 Johannes." p. S7.
2 ibid . p . 104
.
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the prophet's hand, bidding him to execute judgment for the oppress-
ed people. He lifts the stone mechanically, and then pauses, half
1
quest ioningly . "Im Namen dessen, der—mich—dich— lieben heiszt?"
The stone falls from his hand, and a low moan escapes from the crowd
The last two acts of the drama brings very little new
light upon the theme itself. The imprisoned Johannes still uncer-
tain as to his own religion, and feeling instinctively that life is
near an end for him, sends messengers to Jesus to learn from Him
the real truth. Once more he defies Salome, and thereby seals his
fate. After he receives the message of hope from Jesus, he dies
willingly, even gladly, with peace and thanksgiving in his heart.
So much for the main theme, but there are a number of im-
portant features of these last two acts which cannot be so peremp-
torily dismissed. The struggle of Johannes is clearly the central
motive, the dominating interest to Sudermann, and he uses this
theme to display a series of very effective, thrilling scenes. Es-
pecially, in these two acts after the climax, there is very marked
evidence of the use of Eiblical material for aesthetic purposes.
The author appreciates that great, complex character of John, in
whom the influence of Christ is most significant, the prime mover of
all his actions, both negatively and positively. There are few
stories in literature which in point of strong, dramatic possibili-
ties, stand supremely above the legend of John the Baptist— those
thrilling melodramatic situations of the last days of his life. A
number of artists, both in the field of literature and art have
ln Johannes." p. 107.
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beer. irresistibly attracted by the aesthetic possibilities of this
subject. In art there is no more thrilling, realistic picture than
that of the execution of John the Baptist, found in the Emperor
Frederich Museum in Berlin, the "Pseudo Blesius," the work of an
unknown South Nether land master of about 1530. The realism is so
vigorous that it is almost repulisve, Salome is keenly interested as
the executioner rather gingerly places the head on the silver charg-
er, and Herod and the other members of the court lock on with a dis-
dainful scorn. Another picture of very similar character is the
it
"Death of John" in the Stadel Art Institute, Frankfort-on-Main
,
by
the "Master of the Altar of John the Baptist at Frankfort." In like
manner , in realistic literature this has been a favorite subject with
romantic writers.
For present purposes, I shall speak only of those scenes
in "Johannes" which are most effectively and most artistically con-
ceived— these in which Salome is only secondary to the Prophet. As
one reads these scenes, he inevitably compares them with Oscar
Wilde's "Salome" which was published about four years before "Jo-
hannes."* "In Sudermann's treatment of the story of the Biblical
temptress "Salome," 3he is subordinate in interest to Johannes. It
is the prophet, not the temptress, who engages attention, and it is
the prophet's faith in the new gospel of love preached by the Mes-
sias that brings his own death ." 1 .... In Wilde's Salome, "as the
title indicates, it is the temptress who holds the centre of the
Chandler, "Aspects of Modern Drama." p. 132.
In 1893, the licenser of plays refused a license to
Wilde's "Salome," but it was produced in French in Paris in 1894.
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stage."* The treatment, as one would naturally expect from the an- <
tagonistic philosophies of the two men, is somev/hat dissimilar, but i
there are unmistakable evidences of the aesthetic interests of both..
In fact, in some instances where there is a deviation from the Bib- i
lical story, the material added in both cases is so much alike, that
I believe Sudermann who was undoubtedly acquainted with Wilde's
drama, was influenced to a great extent by the earlier dramatist.
In Act IV. of Johannes, Salome comes to the prison and
persuades the jailor to allow her to see Johannes. She has tried to
flirt with this strange man from the desert before, but now a wild
passion consumes her, and she is willing to adopt any means to pos-
sess him. The scene is a curious combination of religious sentimen-
tality and sensual desire. Salome tells him first, how by means of
her beauty, she has persuaded Herod to release him, and then asks hi:i
to teach her thirsting soul. When he asks what he shall teach her,
she replies, "Siehe, ich bin fromm von Gemute . Und trage Sehnsucht
nach dem Heil...WTas du dem Letzten giebst an der Heerstrasze, gieb
es auch mir...Lasz mich zu deinen Fuszen sitzen. Ich will fein
2
frcmm sein.'I "Weiszt du nun, wie fromm ich bin? Meine Seele
leidet Gewalt von dir und sie leidet mit Freuden, denn niemanden sah
ich gewaltiger als dichl Ich habe Cankorfer gethan, wie jene, von
der die Lieder 6ingen, und heimliche Gelubde, Dann bin ich hinaus-
gegangen in die Dammerung , dein Angesicht zu suchen und deines
Auges Leuchten. Auch ich habe mein Bett schon geschmuckt mit bunten
Teppichen aus Aegypten, ich habe mein Lager mit Myrten, Aloe und
3Cinnamen besprengt." Johannes recognizes her as Sin, and bids her
} Chandler. "Aspects of Modern Drama." p. 133.
"Johannes." p. 125.
s ibid. p. 126.
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go . In Wilde' 8 drama, Salome is represented as a sinless woman, who
is, as in the later play
,
as passionate as madness itself. For the
sake of comparison, I shall quote a large part of this same scene
from "Salome." As 3he peers into the cistern prison, she cries:
"I am amorous of thy body, Iokannanl Thy body is white, like the
lilies of a field that the mower hath never mowed. Thy body is
white like the snows that lie on the mountains of Judea, and come
down into the valleys. The roses in the garden of the Queen of
Arabia are net so white as thy body. Neither the roses of the gar-
den of the Queen of Arabia, the garden of spices of the Queen of
Arabia, nor the feet of the dawn when they light on the leaves, nor
the breast of the moon when she lies on the breast of the sea
There is nothing in the world so white as thy body. Suffer me to
touch thy body." 1 When he rebukes her, saying that he will not
listen to such words, but only to the voice of God, she declares his
body and hair hideous and insists upon kissing his mouth. "It is
thy mouth that I desire, Iokannan. Thy mouth is like a band of scar
let on a tower of ivory. It is like a pomegranate cut in twain with
a knife of ivory. The pomegranate flowers that blossom in the gar-
dens of Tyre, and are redder than roses are not so red..'. ..Thy mouth
is redder than the feet of the doves who inhabit the temples and are
fed by the priests ... .There is nothing in the world so red as thy
o "
mouth. Suffer me to kiss thy mouth." "Never, daughter of Sodom!
he cries, "Daughter of adultery, there is but one who can save thee.
It is He of whom I spoke. Go seek him. He is in a boat on the sea
of Galilee, and He talketh with His disciples. Kneel down on the
1 Wilde. "Salome." (Translated in Poet-Lore. Vol. 18,p. 306.
2 ibid, p . 207
.
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shore of the sea, and call unto Him by His name, When he cometh to
thee, and to all who call on Him, He cometh, bow thyself at his
feet and ask of Him the remission of thy sins." 1 To escape from
her, he goes down into the cistern,, while she continues to mutter
that she "will" kiss his mouth. The situation and sentiment in both
of these plays is essentially the same, namely, the passionate,
beautiful girl makes love to the prisoner, and he casts her aside.
After these scenes, in which "religiosity" is clearly sub-
ordianted to aesthetic interests, the interval before the final act,
is concerned with the Saviour. Johannes talks with his followers
about Jesus, and the weariness of his soul from wrestling with the
law. Suddenly he believes he hears the rustling of angels 1 wings.
ii
"Es ist ein Licht uber jenen Bergen. Lieblich ist das Licht. Und
ti
in mir dammert der Sinn von jenem Wider si nn. Wer a lie in mag die
n
Welt erlcsen? der ihr als Gabe reichen will ein Unerreichbares .
.
Wir sind in Galilaa. Wisset ihr nicht—wo lehret er jetzt
—
2
jener Jesus von Nazareth?" Realizing that he is to die soon he
bids his disciples geek Jesus for some message of hope, "Geh! Und
wo ihr inn findet, da sprechet zu ihm: Johannes, welcher gefangen
ist, fraget dich also: Bist du, der da kommen soil, oder sollen
wir eines anderen warten? So fraget ihn, und wenn er geredet hat,
dann kommt wieder— ei lends—denn meine Sehnsucht ist grosz nach ihm.
Ich glaube, ich kcnnte nicht sterben, ehe denn ihr wiederkamt . "3
Wilde. "Salome." p. 207.
2
"Johannes." p. 131.
3 ibid. p. 132.
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In Salome, the situation is somewhat changed, but the general tone
and sentiment are the same. Without going into detail, the Naza-
renes are telling Herod of the wonderful miracles of Jesus, of His
relations with Iokanaan, and of their belief that the prisoner is a
great Prophet. At this point the voice of Iokanaan is heard, say-
ing: "Behold the day is at hand, the day of the Lord, and I hear
upon the mountains the feet of Him who shall be the Saviour of the
world. 'I ^ In that day the sun shall become black like sackcloth
of hair, and the moon shall become like blood, and the stars of the
heaven shall fall upon the earth like unripe figs that fall from
2
the fig-tree, and the kings of the earth shall be freed." These
scenes which are subsidiary to the main action, illustrate the nec-
essity which the authors felt from the very nature of their subject,
of introducing from time to time short passages dealing more ex-
clusively with religious themes. I fail to see any marked differ-
ence in these parallel passages; the attitude of the authors seems
very similar.
Continuing the comparison in the last act of the plays,
we find even greater similarities. Sudermann's use of the Biblical
episode, has taken on still more aesthetic accretions. The well-
known story of Salome's demanding as the price for her dancing, the
head of John the Baptist, and her exultation as she lifts the head
in her arms, is used by Sudermann to complete the final development
of John. As said before, the action concerned with the main theme
is slight, as compared with the greater interest which centers about
1
"Salome." p. 211.
2 ibid. p. 214.
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the voluptuous Salome. At the instigation of her mother, Salome
consents to dance at the feast which Herod gives for Vitellius,
legate of Syria. This dance, known as the "dance of the seven veils
is described quite realistically by Sudermann in his stage direc-
tions, "Salome hat sich aus den Armen der Herodias gelost und, von
m n
unwi llkur lichen Ausrufen der Bewunderung und des Entzuckens begleit-
et, zu tan^en begonnen. Ihr Tanz wird wilder, sie lost allgemaoh
ti ii tt
den Schleier, verhullt sich wieder in wollustiger Scham und lost
» ti
ihm aufs neue, bis sie ganzlich schleier los mit scheinbar unverhull-
ten Oberkorper dasteht, dann sinkt sie halb in Erschorfung, halb urn
ihm zu huldigen, vor Herodes nieder," 1 Wilde, on the other hand
gives no comment or directions, but leaves all to the superior art
of Sarah Bernhardt, for whom the play was written. In both plays,
Herod strives long and earnestly, to persuade Salome to choose some
other reward than that of the head of his prisoner. She remains
firm in her request, and he can only consent.
Sudermann brings Johannes on the stage before hi3 execu-
tion, to show that he dies contented. The messengers return and tel
him of the ministering of Jesus unto His people, and of the gentle-
ness and beauty of his words. But the words of the Saviour, "Selig
it
i3t, der sich nicht an mir argert," they cannot understand. To
Johannes however, they bring peace and joy, for he realizes that
his life has not been in vain, and that he has prepared the way for
the greater teacher. He is willing to die, for he sees clearly why
•"•"Johannes." p. 146.
o
ibid. p. 153.
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his work is ended, and why his kingdom is shattered—he who would
judge must first know love. As he is led away he prophecies of the
Prince of Peace, whose " Schwert heiszet "Liebe," und „Erbarmen" ist I
.i 1
sein Schlachtruf , . . .Dieselbe meine Freude—nun ist sie erfullet."
After an interval, Salome dances in with the head on a silver charg-,
er . She continues to dance wildly, exultantly, until she staggers
and the head rolls down the steps, as she cries: "Herr, ich bin
eine Blume zu Saron und eine Rose in Thai. Wer mir danken will, der
pflucket mich ab Sehet, sein Haupti"^ The play closes shortly
after this, but not until Sudermann makes one last effort to impress
you with the religious significance of his work. The windows of the
palace are thrown open, and crowds of men and women are seen in the
street, waving palm-branches and singing "Hosanna to the King of the
Jews:
"
Wilde, on the other hand, feels no apology necessary for
the treatment of his subject. Salome seizes her bloody prize like
a young tigress, and breaks forth in a highly melodramatic apostro-
phy, as she presses her hot vibrating lips on the cold lifeless ones
of John the Baptist. I shall not quote these words of Salome, which
are so absolutely sensational, horrible and repulsive, that one
turns away in disgust. Herod enraged by her monstrous words command
his soldiers to kill her. In the darkness of the stage the soldiers
rush forward to where Salome stands illuminated by a ray of moon-
light and crush her to death beneath their heavy shields.
ln Johannes." p. 154.
2 ibid. p. 157.
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Thus, from this somewhat detailed comparison we have seen the marked,
similarities of Oscar Wilde's "Salome" and Hermann Sudermann's
"Johannes." Both in subject matter, and development of action, this:
comparison is inevitable, suggesting, as said before, that the later!
artist was probably influenced by Wilde's play. A recent critic
says of Wilde's play: "It is full of exquisite and passionate
speeches and Eastern imagery, which have been deemed irreverent by
;
many, and only written in order to "create an atmosphere of erot-
icism and sensuality." But. those who do not, perhaps, quite agree
with Wilde's "Salome" because he has based it on a Biblical story,
although the story has been so much altered that it hardly bears
any similitude to the terse and unadorned discriptions to be found
in the Gospels of St. Matthew (XIV., 6.) and St. Mark, can only ad-
mit that the perusal of this play yields the idea that it was written
to appeal to the artist and the man of letters, rather than to the
roue." Much of this criticism, I believe may be applied with equal
truth to the later drama, especially, if I may requote it, that,
"It is full of exquisite and passionate speeches, which have been
written in order 'to create an atmosphere of criticism and sensual-
ity,'" and the concluding remark, that, "the perusal of this play
yields the idea that it was written to appeal to the artist and the
man of letters, rather than to the roue."
In concluding, I may add, that I do not wish in any sense
to minimize the merits of Sudermann's drama, for he has used reli-
gious material very successfully in producing a very artistic drama.
But it is this artistic, aesthetic treatment which stands out above
any religious, didactic aim— that indicates an interest in this Bib-
1 1
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lical story for purely literary reasons, and places it in the list
of recent books which aestheticise Christ.
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CHAPTER IV
FRENSSEN 'S HILLIGENLEI
A new phase of the aesthetic movement in recent literature
is exemplified in Gustav Frenssen's "Hilligenlei", published in 1906.
The works thus far considered, in their direct portrayal of Christ,
have shown that the authors were interested in Him as a great, com-
plex, dramatic figure. Mow as we take up this recent author, we
shall see how he, too, enters this field with the same spirit of
it
naivete, the same interest in a religious problem intimately connec-
ted with Jesus, because it is a new field in literature. Christ no
longer holds the center of the stage, either literally or figurative-
ly speaking, but we are brought face to face with a great, baffling
problem of modern humanity, and He becomes the subsidiary interest.
Frenssen was deeply conscious of the struggles of his people, and
has made the central theme of this novel the portrayal of all their
hopes, doubts, longings and aspirations. He embodies objectively
these great problems, in the search of his hero, Kai Jans', after "das
Heilige," This is undoubtedly the central interest for Frenssen, and
four-fifths of the book are concerned with an idealistic, romantic
treatment of this theme. To a certain extent, Kai Jans is autobiog-
raphical, especially in the last chapters of the novel, where he un-
dergoes a great spiritual struggle, in his attempt to find in reli-
gion, a "real Jesus" who satisfies his soul. After long and careful
study of all historical and scientific investigation on the life of
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Jesus, he finds the way out of his confusion, discovers a Christ
which is "real" to him, and incorporates his discoveries into a eto-\
ry of the life of the Nazarene;—this life of Jesus is woven direct-!
ly into the novel, itself, in a chapter called "The Manuscript."
And it is this last part of Hilligenlei, concerned especially with
Jesus, which justifies my placing this work in the list of those us-
ing Christ for literary purposes. "The Manuscript," written in the
spirit of "higher criticism," under the influence of Renan, Strauss,
and more recent philosophers, is typical of a great number of novels
and plays. Writers, almost universally, have perceived the great
vogue of "higher criticism," and have instinctively felt the adapt-
ability of this question to literary treatment. Winston Churchill's
"Inside of the Cup," Charles Mori ce 1 s "II Est Ressusci te
,
tt Van
Edden's "The Quest," and Harold Begbie's "The Vigil," bear witness
to thi s fact
.
As one reads the title of Frenssen's novel, "Hilligenlei,"
the Holy Land, and then observes that the last fifth of the book,
is devoted to retelling the life of Jesus, he may wonder if this
work does not belong to the realm of didactic rather than "pure lit-
erature," but as he continues to read the main part of the novel
itself and "The Manuscript" at the close, all such feelings are dis-
pelled. The very fact that Frenssen makes the central part of the
action culminate in the story of Jesus as revealed by scientific re-
search, warrants our consideration of this work in the present study.
The life of Kai Jans is very ideali3tically and romantically con-
ceived, and the last chapters are so intimately connected with the
central theme that I see no great break in the tone, no cessation of
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the aesthetic treatment. In fact, as I shall show in detail later,
"The Manuscript" itself, has this same artistic, highly imaginative
form. Likewise, there is a certain significance in the fact that
Frenssen has his hero reach his highest development through the re-
discovery of Christ. It is clearly an essential part of the dram-
atic action, and strengthens the thesis that "Hi lligenlei" exempli-
fies the use of religious facts for literary purposes."
I do not wish to emphasize this pseudo-scientific story of
Jesus as the sole interest of Frenssen, for undoubtedly, the great
parallel interest is the expression of the general spiritual unrest
throughout Germany. In Kai Jans we have the embodiment of this
struggle, with all its great dramatic possibilities. Frenssen shows
that he was keenly alive to the effectiveness of this theme, when he
says in the very beginning of "Hilligenlei ," "There are many people
who devote themselves to the pursuit of wealth and outward honour
and such illusions; they run, they stumble, they fail to find what
they seek, and so stumble into their graves. It is a weariness to
write their story; one's hair grows grey in the telling. Not that
we expect the super-human— that people should set out to find a
kingly crown— no; let them only, while pursuing their illusions,
have some hope of finding in the next field a troop of angels in-
stead of a herd of asses: some vague idea that there, under the oak
tree at the next turn of the road, the Eternal may be standing with
the thousand riddles of the world in His sacred hands, ready to tell
1
them the answer to some." Many authors have told these wearisome
tales, the stories of ordinary life, but he has found a new subject
1 Frenssen. "Hilligenlei," Translated by Mary Hamilton,
p . 11.
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of interest. "And so, my troubled, courageous soul, tell the story
of one who sought for holiness full of unrest, full of hope."
1
Hilligenlei was an ancient German sea-port inhabited by
fishermen, day laborers and small farmers. These people called
themselves "Holy land men," for there had long been current among
them, a faith that their land would one day be a real "Hillegenlei ."
An old man, the last of the adherents to this belief, for it was
gradually dying out, gazed into the face of every new-born child to
see if he might not be the one, who would one day make their home-
land a veritable "land of promise." "Truly," he said, "in spite of
all the lazy, thoughtless, stupid people, one day a brave man will
come who will rise up like a judge in Israel and bow the whole land
2
beneath his sword until it is holy indeed a3 in name."
The story deals with different youths who strive, each in
his own way, to find "Heiland." But all fail, because they seek "das
Gluck im Irdischen," and lose sight of the higher things of life.
Only one, Kai Jans, the son of a poor lighthouse keeper, full of un-
rest and hope, remains firm in his search for "das Heilige." This
dreamer, the hero of our story, seemed destined from birth to accom-
plish great things. Born with a flaming mark on his breast, he was
thus early distinguished from his playmates, and all through his
childhood he seemed to inhabit a very different world. He reminded
them continually of the beauty and virtue in the world, and told
them how one day their town would be a glorious, happy kingdom and
ln Helligenlei ," p. 11.
2 ibid. p. 19.
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he would be the ruler. As he grew older, his eyes were opened to
the sin and suffering of his land, and he resolved firmly to change ;
all this, and bring happiness to the land once again. Eut , in spite
of his efforts to make Hilligenlei better, sin seemed to increase
every day. until in the depths of his despair, he felt that if his
wcrk was to meet with any success, he must first learn to know the
world himself. He hardly knew just what holiness meant, but he was
very sure that "Hilligenlei" was no Holy land. "He saw that plainly
enough now. He knew it well enough now. There was nothing holy in
it. It was a Bedlam—a Bedlam full of lies and deceit. He had been
blind. He had not known what holiness meant. He did not know the
world, that was what it was. Now he must learn to know it To do
that he must get away from Hilligenlei and go to Hamburg. Hamburg
was in the world: Hamburg was the world: the great thing was that
1
he could open his eyes there and get to know the world."
But he did not go to Hamburg, for another opportunity pre-
sented itself, which seemed even better suited to his purposes,
Pete Boje, one of his friends, was going to sea, and he decided to
go with him and search for the land of his dreams. "Somewhere,
somewhere in the wide world there must be a Holy land, if there is
not , life is a strangely meaningless affair Well, the only
thing was to search, ask the people And to go right round the
world searching and asking; only so could one get to know the world,
and somewhere in the world one must surely find the Holyland. When
3
he had found it, then he would come back home and make— " For four
j
ln Hilligenlei ." p. 80.
2 ibid. p. 81.
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year 8 he sailed the seas, but never found the land for which he was
j
looking. He came home with a wounded hand, but with a new purpose
in his soul. He was going to become a minister, and then so lead
the people that they would become strong and free and good.
During the six years spent in preparation for his college
course, he is often torn with doubts and struggles, passing through
all the stages of the "Sturm und Drang" period, and finally reaches
"that center of indifference" where he cries: "I believe I have for
some time come to the conclusion that everything—everything is in-
different—nothing matters,"
1
He will seek some other land, leave
his Holy land to others, and go forth to find the real meaning of the
world. In the busy, teeming city of Berlin he finds a new interest
in life, he becomes as he says, a veritable " Life- Eater ." Yet he
does not abandon his purpose of becoming a minister. He studies
theology diligently and in the light of his new experiences becomes
utterly dissatisfied with the old religion of the church, and is
convinced that a different kind of Christianity is needed in the
world. He is deeply interested in the problems of humanity, such as
the labor question, and social justice, and as he stands listening
to the roar of the universe, he hears the old query, "Whence came
ye, whither go ye, children of men?" And he is sorely troubled by
it.
After passing his examinations, Kai Jans became a minister
in a small village near Hilligenlei. He strove hard to preach the
doctrines of the church, to believe himself in its teachings, but
his reason rebelled, and once again he is plunged into confusion.
ln Hilliger.lei p . 157 .
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His miserable uncertainty had become a terrible pain, and feeling
his unfitness to preach even the human elements of Christianity,
he gave up his work and returned to Berlin, determined to find the
light, the "vraie verite." But he found little to help him, and
became more and more dissatisfied with the people around him. As
the old laborer told his father, who came to visit him after some
months. "He is the sort of man, don't you know, for whom every day
is Christmas Eve; but people and things always spoil it for him.
He thought there ought to be much more happiness in the world, if
only things could be put right. He came here to try and find the
meaning of things. But he hasn't been able to find it." 1 Just then
Kai appears, and is told of a horrible murder in the opposite ten-
ement. This whole scene is a remarkable bit of psychological analy-
sis and description, in which Frenssen makes use of what we may term
a religious struggle, to portray the complexities of a human soul.
The young minister is completely overwhelmed, prostrated by the mis-
ery in the world, and sobs aloud in his anguish: "We have nothing,
nothing—no unity, no trust, no home, no faith, no love, no hope.
We are shaken this way and that like corn in a sieve. What is wrong
with the world? I cannot find my way in it." His father lead him
back to Hilligenlei, to soothe that wounded, broken spirit which had
come to feel that there really was no Holy land.
During the weeks of despondency which follow, he is cheer-
ed by the companionship of a beautiful young girl, who gradually
leads him to a new interest in life. He renews his search for "Das
ln Hilligenlei." p. 263.
2 ibid. 264.
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Keilige" but it is a very different kind of vision from the one he
had in his early youth. His old faith in Jesus is gone, and m his i
conversation with Heinke we find the questions and conflicts of
"higher criticism." "Soon after His death His true image was paint-;
ed over, decked out with gold, and it has gone on so. There are
scholars, indeed, who have laboured diligently for more than a cen-
tury to discover the true picture under all the paint with which it
is overlaid, and especially in the last twenty years they have suc-
ceeded to a considerable extent. I know most of their investigations
But as far as I can see they have not arrived at any certainty yet^"
Nor does he believe that it is possible to find His real life, to
understand His soul, but through his love for his young companion
he finally agrees to her earnest requests that he renew the search
for "Hilligenlei ." He promises to go through all the scientific in-
vestigations, and historical accounts of Jesus, and then paint a
true picture of the Saviour.
It is quite significant that Kai undertakes this task at
the suggestion of the girl he loves. Once again we see the relation
between the religious elements of the story and the purely romantic.
He sets about his work full of doubts, and with a realisation of his
own unworthiness , but gradually the way becomes clearer." It gets
clearer and clearer:" he says, "it is the life of a man, wonderfully
deep, wonderfully pure, wonderfully brave, but the life of a man.
It is all infinitely moving from beginning to end: his faith, his
goodness, his proud longing for the victory he could not win, his
mistakes, his death; but I don't think there is anything superhuman
"Hilligenlei ." p . 384.
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in it. It ia a drama, and angels experience no drama." 1 This pas-
sage is especially interesting, for we have not only the essence of
"higher criticism," the removal of the divine, the superhuman from
Christ, but also an explanation of Frenssen's literary interest in
Him. As he says "the life of Christ is a drama," and for that rea-
son he feels the adaptability of this theme to aesthetic treatment.
He emphasizes this attitude still more when he has his hero, who
has sought so long for "das Heilige" suddenly discover the "vraie
verite" through the light of his love for a beautiful woman. "With
overwhelming suddenness he saw spread out before his eyes the glory
of the world, with its sure and dazzling hope for himself and for
2
all humanity," For the first time in his life he is filled with
peace and happiness, and we feel that his new interest is awakened
by his perception of the beautiful. "Reverent I have always been,
dear, you know that; since I was a child I have always looked up
with a humble heart to the mysterious Ruler of the World, but never
did I feel such profound reverence as today, when I recognize His
mysterious hand in the most beautiful of created things. Yes
now I can tell the story of the Saviour. He grew up from the earth
and was the most beautiful of the children of men." 3
Again, it is most interesting to note that Kai Jans was
unable to write the life of Jesus, with glorious love and happiness
in his heart, but when he learned that his love for Heinke was
futile (alas, she loved another) he found no difficulty in retelling
^5_^^2?Z_2?_^£_§^Yi°Hr ' From the results of his study and inves-
ln Hi lligenlei ." p . 287
.
2 ibid. 292.
3 ibid, 292.
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tigation of all the sources and research on the life of Jeses, he
writes "The Manuscript / which bears the title, "The Life of the
Saviour, presented in accordance with the results of German research
the foundation of the German Renascence."
Frenssen has written "The Manuscript," as the complete ti-
tle suggests, in the spirit of "higher criticism" and scientific re-
search, making Jesus a product of his environment, and yet at the
same time, he uses a great deal of freedom in reconstructing the
work in the manner of a highly imaginative and romantic story. It
impresses one not as history, but rather as "pure literature;" in
fact, many historical facts as we know them, are completely over-
looked or distorted and more artistic details take their place. Je-
sus is a good, pure man who is ever desirous of the happiness and
welfare of humanity, but he is in no sense divine here. His leading
principles are very similar to those of Kai Jans—both spent their
lives in seeking das Hilligenlei, Holyland.
I shall not go into this story with any detail, but shall
confine my attention to some of the most significant characterestics
In the first place, Frenssen tells this story of Jesus in a pseudo-
scientific, aesthetic way. He begins with the evolution 'of man
through countless ages, when he thought only of material things, and
then brings him to that highest state of intelligence where he seeks
to solve that great enigma, "What is life, what is truth, what is
God?" "Do you know what makes a human heart holy and joyous?
it
The rain must come look at that cloud'. no, it is nothing
then suddenly in the night, when their thoughts are far away, a
rustling begins to sound among the tree tops in front of their win-
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dows. Thus men waited and talked and strained their eyes. Man can
1
not help searching for the meaning of life, searching for happiness 1!
In this same fanciful way he continues, "At last nature's time of
rest came to an end. Its rising and falling is like the rising and
falling of the waves, and now once more a man arose, a hero in the
mould of the holy heroes of old, and from the last the rustling
sound spread over the withered nations, till it bacame a mighty xo&
Frenssen tells the story of this youth in a most fascinat-
ing way, making the most ordinary things seem beautiful and artistic,
He emphasizes always his lofty ideals, and especially those traits
which distinguished Him from many of his companions. One gift in pai
ticular, marked him out. "He comprehended in the music of his nature
all the notes sounded by the words of people and by the ancient
books, but one supreme note rose in him, sounding clearer, stronger
year by year, sounding pure and strong and penetrating above all oth-
er notes, dominating and subduing all other notes—the note that had
ceased to sound among his people in his time, the note which the
holy heroes of old had comprehended and to which they had responded,
'Let me rejoice in Thy grace that Thou hast seen my tribulation and
3hast troubled Thyself for the need of my soul.'" As he continues
the story, the language becomes more and more picturesque, more and
more fantastical. He speaks always in figurative, highly metaphor-
ical sentences. For example, in telling of the enemies of Christ,
he says: "They rose like crows from the roof of a church, rising up
l"Hilligenlei ." p . 303
2 ibid, p . 303
.
3 ibid. p. 30S.
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and up, flying on and on, following the wild beast as he takes his
j
lonely way into the field, flying behind him, cawing softly; they
rose from the great temple in the south and flew north, flew north
behind him, screeching. You think you will destroy the ancient holy
j
things; you shall yet see and marvel, you fool, how deeply rooted
they are in the soul of the people' Is this to be the promised
Saviour?"
^
With this brief consideration of the life of Jesus in "The
Manuscript," in which we have seen the literary artist as clearly as
in the main part of the novel, let us note some of his concluding re-'
marks on the question in general, "After His death," he says,
"priests and synods amended and invented. Legends arose; miracles,
effected by old and new saints, were reported and recorded. Great
collections of laws were compiled. All these reports, these legends
of the saints, the compilations were added to the Holy Writ. The
priests' corn was in flower; its fragrance filled the warm summer
day far and wide. Human ingenuity was constantly at work upon the
ancient Holy Writ, which was itself as much forgotten as if they
thought that no one would ever trouble about it again. In the end,
time, human ingenuity and human ambition made a cold and unreal ab-
straction out of the good countryman, the brave hero who lived the
life of a true and upright man: a man who cherished the pure and
wonderful faith of a child, and died in lonely despair; an abstrac-
tion, that sat above the clouds ruling the world in a garment of
2
stiff gold." In such lines as these we see how Frenssen has enter-
l"Hilligenlei ." p. 338.
2 ibid. p. 356-457.
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ed into the more definite sphere of controversy in "higher criti-
cism." He tells of the great dissatisfaction of man with the cold
repulsive teaching of the Church, which continued until the time of
the German Renascence when men found courage and conviction to in-
vestigate the Holy Writ. They penetrated further and further, seek-
ing for the Holy land until "from the midst of the wide garden, hid-
den away in the mysterious mass of the green bushes, there came,
soft and clear, the exquisitely pure voice of a nightingale. It
sang with intense and penetrating sweetness, ending on a note of
quivering pain, of the love of the Almighty and the divine nature
of man."^" Ever since the time of Luther, the German scholars have
toiled on, "in spite of the scorn and contempt of obscurantists and
the depreciation of the anxious, to try and break through the hedge
of thorns behind which the hero has slept in concealment for two
thousand years. Gradually, since many good men and true aided in
the work and assisted one another, we saw his soul; six or seven of
the most important incidents in his life were established; he stood
3
there, a man."
In this same re-discovery of Christ, Kai Jans found that
peace for which he had so long sought. Although he lives' but a few
months after this, he is satisfied, because of the unspeakably
beautiful vision of Hilligenlei in his heart. "Iiow men will grow
up to care for the highest in humanity, to fight for it in deed and
thought ,
"
Frenssen's Hilligenlei shows typically how the conflict
"Hilligenlei." p. 359.
ibid
.
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concerning the historicity of Jesus has affected the work of poets,
dramatists and novelists. It is impossible for the writer to be un-
affected by the movements of the age, for deliberately or uncon-
sciously he acts as a mirror of his own time. So, Frenssen has
caught up into this novel the great religious struggles of the Ger-
man people. This conflict has naturally centered about Jesus direct
ly, for after all what really gives to the world its value and its
final magnificence first came to light in a great human soul and the
most singular phenomenon in the world is the greatness of a majestic
life which sacrifices itself for others. Frenssen felt all this
deeply, reverently, and with his strong dramatic sense, he transport
ed the whole question into the distinctly literary field. As a re-
sult, he wrote "Hi lligenlei , using religious material for artistic
purposes
,
L
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CHAPTER V
LAGERLOF 1 S "MIRACLES OF ANTICHRIST"
It is a noteworthy fact that from earliest times the lit-
erature of a nation has expressed the very soul of the people, their
hopes and aspirations, their joys and sorrows, their defeats and
successes, their political, social and religious conflicts, in fact I
every movement of any consequence has been, sonehow, caught up into
the spirit of the literature and awakening a responsive chord in
the hearts of the people has exerted an ever- increasing influence.
It is not strange, then, that in modern times the age old struggle I
between the priest and the prophet, between the churches and its
institutions on the one hand and the naturalistic philosophers and
social reformers on the other has become of sufficient momentum in
our literature to attract attention. Scores of recent dramas and
plays, in which are set forth the ideas of the new day of social
justice and the deepest yearning of the modern heart for brother-
hood, bear witness to this fact. We can truly say that one great
ideal of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is to establish a
greater equality of man. There is clearly a tendency, a desire on
j
the part of the multitude to make human life the ultimate aim of
activity— to make the life of not only every individual, but the
race as well, as worthy as possible, with the undercurrent thought
that better material conditions make a more complete life possible.
How to make the "ideal" possible has become the great problem to
, .
'
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the thoughtful man.
In accordance with nineteenth and twentieth century
thought. we are coming to believe that the best, richest, most com-
plete life, has to have an environment of at least the material com-
forts of life—a certain level of material welfare and comfort is
absolutely essential. To supply that, in a broad sense, is what is
meant by the "social problem" of modern thought.
This problem does not ultimately rest solely upon the
shoulders of the church. In almost every European country, along-
|
side of the christian and idealistic efforts to regenerate human
welfare, there arose a materialistic and economic socialism, which
quickly set aside the gospel of love, and regarded christian social-
ism, with much the same hatred that it did the church and historical
Christianity, towards which it manifested the same prejudices and
the same unscientific hostility a3 did many of the writers of the
eighteenth century. The variance goes even farther than mere pre-
judice and hatred. The church has been the center of many bitter
j
attacks by the radical social Democrats, and one is continually
hurling invectives at the other. The problem of the church in its
relations to socialistic movements then, has become the reconcile-
ment of the principles of socialism with Christianity. Our inves-
tigation here, being literary rather than ethical or political, let
us turn our attention more essentially to this phase of the que3-
t ion
.
"The socialism of Ruskin and Morris was undoubtedly a
product of their aesthetic feeling." They liked to build fanciful
1 H. A. Eeer3. "History of English Romanticism In The
Nineteenth Century." p. 387.
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pictures of a smiling England inhabited by intelligent, happy work-
ing people, who lived inartistic, whitewashed, vine-covered, Gothic
cottages, surrounded by picturesque gardens filled with blooming
flowers. In these miniature Edens, these fortunate descendants of
Adam sang joyful hymns while working on some trifling article of
ordinary use. Other writers of the nineteenth and twentieth centu-
ries have had their sympathies enlisted in a similar way for "the
poor, starving country," and have poured forth volumes testifying
to their devout interest in "suffering humanity." We must not, how-
ever, urge this artistic appeal too far, for undoubtedly there has
been a certain reaction along this line, and such works as Charles
Kennedy's "Servant In The House," and Gustav Frenssen's "Hilligen-
lei," indicate a real desire on the part of the author to awaken
mankind to a sense of his responsibility, as well as a desire to
create a "popular" work.
Selma Lagerlof, the highly gifted Swedish authoress while
,
undoubtedly, greatly influenced by the struggle between socialism
j
and Christianity, has nevertheless made the tales of Catholic super!
stition and legends of saints a very essential part of her novels,
j
In the "Miracles of Anti-Christ," she portrays the reverse side of
the conflict between the church and socialism. She shows that ther|
is really no conflict in the purpose of christian socialism and
what we may term, Social Democracy. Their aim is one and the same
,
[
namely, the uplift of the masses, and as long as there is a conflicj
little of permanent value can be accomplished—one counteracts the
other. The great purpose of the novel is to urge the reconcilement
of these opposing institutions. Its great charm rest3 upon the
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element of the marvelous, the fanciful tales of the miraculous and
wonderful, with which she has clothed her moral aim.
The test of the book is based upon the old Sicilian legend
"When Antichrist comes, he shall seem as Christ. There shall be
great want, and Antichrist shall go from land to land and give bread
to the poor. And he shall find many followers." It is an interest-
ing and artistic picture of the life and customs of the Sicilians,
bringing out very strikingly their capacity for exalted religious
fervor, their buoyancy of temperament , their easily aroused emotions,
and their superstitious and credulous nature. The miracles are
graphic stories of Catholic superstition and love of legend, that
are given a new charm in their aesthetic presentation by Miss Lager-
lof . In many respects, the book is like a series of modern symbol-
ical sermons, each having a special significance and all combining
to produce one great moral lesson. It is divided into an introduc-
tion and three main parts, each part using one sentence of the old
Sicilian legend as its text. The scene is enacted very appropriate-
ly in and around Eiamante, a Sicilian town in the mountainous region
of Mt. Etna. Here in constant terror of Mongibello (their name for
the great mountain) dwell the ample, superstitious folk. 'Many mys-
terious tales are told of Mongibello, and the many saints who dwell
in its depths.
The introduction with the text "When Antichrist come
3
he shall seem as Christ" is highly symbolical. Many passages are
beautiful in their "aesthetic ti tillation ." It was the time of Au-
gustus Caesar's rule in Rome and Herod was king in Jerusalem. On
the night of Christ's birth, Augustus, with a few faithful followers
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went up to the summit of the Capitol hill to see if the Gods favored
the building of a temple on Rome's holy mountain, for the worship of
himself. Suddenly an old Sibyl appeared in the distance, who, quite
unconscious of their presence, was gazing afar off over the seas and
lands into "the land of perfume and olives." The songs of the ang-
les had just awakened the humble shepherds. "They raised themselves
on their elbows and saw shining hosts of silvery angels moving in
1
the darkness in long, fluttering lines, like birds of passage,"
The vision continues in its picturesqueness , with the old, old story
of the star which guided the shepherds to the place where the Christ
child lay. At the same time a supernatural vision was granted to
those on Capitol hill. They too, perceived the star of Bethlehem ir
all its brilliancy, and felt the response which all life and nature
made to the new-born king. "They felt fresh, but caressing breezes;
sweet perfumes streamed up about them; the trees rustled; the Tiber
murmured, the stars shown and the moon stood high in the heaven and
lighted the world. And out of the sky two doves flew circling down,
2
and lighted on the emperor's shoulders." In the midst of this
passage, filled with what someone has called brightly "perfumed"
words, we are suddenly brought back to earth by the approach of the
ugly old sibyl. Gliding near to Augustus Caesar, she seized his
wrist and pointing with one long, bony finger to the distant scene
in Bethlehem, cried, "Hail Caesar I There is the god who shall be
worshipped on the heights of the Capitol." With her wrinkled hande
^"Miracles of Antichrist." p. 6.
2 ibid. p. 6.
3 ibid. p. 8.
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still outstretched, she continued as though reading in the stars:
—
"On the heights of the Capitol the redeemer of the world
shall be worshipped,
1
Christ or Antichrist, but no frail mortal."
The emperor forbade the people to build a temple to him,
but had erected in its place a sanctuary in honor of the Christ.
This temple of worship was called "Aracoeli."
The years passed on, but the people dwelt there in con-
stant fear of the Antichrist, which the old Sibyl had prophesied
would come to be worshipped on the Capitol, As a protection against
this ever present terror, they built a monastery near Aracoeli, in
which the Franciscan monks dwelt. They, too, feared this Antichrist,
which they felt was sure to come, and found their sole comfort in
worshipping the miracle working image of Christ, which was kept in
the basilica of the sanctuary. This bambino, represented a little
babe, with a gold crown upon his head and gold shoes upon his feet,
and a dress sparkling with precious jewels. The adoration and faith
of the people in this image of Christ was stupendous and had Charles
Kingsley heard the monks tell how "the crown of the image turned
into a halo, which sent divine rays out over the whole world," he
would nave uttered even sharper invectives against "the hallowing
power of Aesthetic Christianity."
After sixty years, a rich English woman came to Rome and
fell 30 completely in love wiht the image that she felt she could
not live if she did not possess him. By a ruse, she gained possess-
ion of the real image, and substituted a false one in his place.
"Miracles of Antichrist." p. 8.
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To appease her conscience she carved on the crown of the impostor
the words, "My kingdom is only of this world." She was very happy in
her new possession, but the little image was unhappy, and of his own
accord returned to his rightful place. The monks were very angry
when they learned of the deception practiced upon them, but rejoiced
that their "beloved one" had returned to his proper place.. All the
pillars of the church were covered with silk, all the candles were
lighted, and a great festival was celebrated.
The felse image was hurled from the Summit of the Capitol
down into the world, where he was recovered by the Englishwoman and
carried to all parts of the earth. In the course of her wanderings
3he happened in Fari3 at the time of the revolution. Her carriage
was confiscated by the insurrectionists, and in the scene of turmoil
the little image rolled out upon the ground. It was eagerly seized
by the agitated people, who reading the inscription "My kingdom is
only of this world," took this as their watchword, and made the
false image of Christ their leader. One of the leaders, a serious
young man, was deeply impressed by the image and its message. "He
realized that this was the word for which he had sought all his life,
He would go into the world and proclaim: 'Your kingdom is' only of
this world.' Therefore you must care for this life and live like
brothers. And you shall divide your property so that no one is
rich and no one poor. You shall all work, and the earth shall be
owned by all, and you shall all be equal 'And you must think
of increasing every one's happiness, for there is no compensation
awaiting you. Your kingdom is only of this world," 1
"Miracles of Antichrist." p. 32.
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This was the origin of Socialism and the founder went out
into the world and proclaimed it everywhere. It is called Socialisrr
but is also an Antichristianity . It resembles the real Christianity
in many respects, just as the false image is very like the real
Christ image. "And its teachings are spreading from day to day.
They go out through all countries, and bear many names, and they mis
lead because they promise earthly happiness and enjoyment to all,
and win followers more than any doctrine that has gone through the
world since the time of Christ.""*" The introduction ends at this
point, and we turn our attention to the main part of the book.
To one with the vigorous imagination and artistic temper-
ament of Selma Lager lof, the text "There shall be great want," call-
ed up multitudes of visionary pictures and many possibilities of
treatment. In the first book, with this text as the key-note, she
deals with the introduction of Socialism into Diamante, the little
inland, Sicilian town, and with the fortunes of Gaetano, its promul-
gator. It was indeed a "time of want" to the inhabitants with theii
enormous taxes, dilapidated buildings and ever-increasing poverty.
In spite of this adversity however, the superstitious people remain-
ed loyal to their saints and faithfully worshiped the holy images ir
the churches. They decked them with crowns of beautiful flowers,
jeweled dresses and golden ornaments, and prayed for an alleviation
of their distress. In the midst of all this destitution, Gaetano
returned from England to preach the gospel of Socialism. His doc-
trines were eagerly accepted, the people were brought to a realiza-
tion of their oppression, and more and more was Gaetano hailed as
"Miracles of Antichrist." p. 135.
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the liberator of the poor. They looked upon him as a new herald
of Christianity, a new Christ, Antichrist in truth, and all fell
down to worship him, as he made a long, impassionate speech in their
midst. The very essence of aesthetic power over the minds and
hearts of the people is shown in these words. "The longer he con-
tinued, the more beautiful became his speech and the clearer grew
his voice, Hi3 eyes were full of fire and to the people looking up
at him, he seemed as beautiful as a young prince." Very truly has
Ruskin said that "words have no hallowing power in themselves," but
clothed in physical garments are indeed a source of power. He had
gained ascendency over them in a moment. "He was so beautiful and
so glorious that they could not resist him. And his faith seized
and subdued He was the prince of the coming times. His
hands were generous, and miracles and blessings would stream down
2
over Diamante, now that he had come again,"
Because of Gaetano's radical doctrines, and his great
influence with the people, leading them to open revolt, he is im-
prisoned by the government. The whole village is in sorrow as the
great fete day of San Sebastiano draws near, but they feel they must
honor their beloved saint as usual or he will work vengeance upon
them. The careful, and very elaborate preparations which follow
show the impelling power of the beautiful in religious worship.
When the real spirit of worship, love of God, and the desire of
spiritual help, is eclipsed by the dark cloud of outward show, an
1' Miracles of Antichrist." p. 143.
2 ibid . p . 144.
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inspiration is still given through aesthetic appeal. The beautiful
has a power which we cannot deny. How much greater must this appeaJ
have been to the superstitious, highly imaginative Sicilian people!
They expected much good from thus honoring the saints. The priests :
decorated the cathedrals, inside and out, with silver .flowers and
mirrors; wreaths of the beautiful almond blossoms covered. all the
images. In the early evening, the old cathedral looked like a great
wall of diamonds, raising its beautiful facade, "covered with flow-
ers of stiff silver and gold paper and with thousands of little
1
mirrors stuck in between the flowers," to the bright Sicilian sky.
All are happy except the poor Donna Micaela, the Sicilian woman, whc
loves Gaetano, altho' hating his teaching.
In the course of the novel, Micaela with the help of the
Christ image unconsciously carries out in fact, what had been pro-
mulgated by Gaetano in theory. Neither she nor the priest of one of
the forsaken churches, to whom the English woman had given the out-
cast image had ever read the inscription on his crown, "My kingdom
is only of this world."
The work of Micaela, and the miracles which the Christ
image accomplished is the subject of the second book, the' text of
which, is, "Antichrist shall go from land to land and give bread to
the poor." The story centers about the building of a great railway
for the people of Diamante. Gaetano had once expressed a desire to
build this railway, so that the people might have a means of trans-
porting their products to distant harbors, and Micaela became pos-
sessed with the idea of carrying out his wish. She was powerless
"Miracles of Antichrist," p. 174.
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in her own strength but turns to the neglected "Christ child" image
for help. Through him all things seem possible. He performs mira-
cle after miracle and gifts pour into hi3 church for the Aetna rail-
way. The old church itself ie completely transformed. "It seemed
all at once as if the walls of the church were covered with pictures
and purple hangings; candles shown on the altar; song sounded from
the gallery; and the whole floor was covered with kneeling, praying
people ."
Five distinct miracles are brought about by the great
image. The first is for the disconsolate owner of a forsaken the-
ater. By promising aid to the Aetna Railway project, he gains the
favor of the image and his empty seats are filled once again. The
second consists in saving a church for the poor, old, blind singers ;
who are threatened with its confiscation for theatrical purposes.
They were very disconsolate for they felt that the very life of
their religion depended upon the familiar beauty of the old church.
This protest is quite significant, "None of us needed a guide here.
There stood an altar; the flowers on it were red as Etna at sunset,
and we saw it. We counted sixteen wax lights over the high altar
2
on Sundays, and thirty on festival days." In another church they
felt that they could see nothing. Again the false image helped
them, in return for their promise to promote Micaela's project. They
were very happy in the repossession of their church, and wandered
out over Etna singing the railway into the hearts of the people.
One of the most beautiful miracles showing the power of
Christ image in his enhanced beauty, takes place in the mysterious
1 "Miracles of Antichrist." p. 812,
2 ibid. p. 235.
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regions of Mount Chiaro, It was just at sunset and two ladies in
black came walking into the little square surrounded by the stately
,
ruins of a once beautiful castle. They seated themselves on the sids
of an oblong water basin standing close to the mountain wall, and
began to tell some inquisitive children stories of the one who had
come to save the world. They were told of the Christchild "who turn-
ed himself into roses and lilies when the Madonna met one of Herod's
soldiers, who had been commanded to kill all children. And they wer
!
told the legend and Apocryphal story of how the Christchild once
had sat and shaped birds out of clay, and how he clapped his hands
and gave the clay pigeon wings with which to fly away when a naught}r
boy wished to break them to pieces." 1 Then throwing back her man-
tilla, Mioaela, showed the children the little Christ-image in his
beautiful dress, and with his gold shoes and jewelled crown. Sudden-
ly the scene is interrupted by a tragedy— a big, angry mountaineer
has beer, deceived by his wife, and the infuriated man intends to kil
her. Donna Micaela thrusts the image into the arms of the despair-
ing woman and she is miraculously 3aved. He gives her a strength
and beauty of character which the raging man cannot resist. With
tears in his eyes he forgives her sin and kisses the image as he
hands it back to Micaela.
The transforming of the evil glance of a "jettatore", a
civil engineer who because of his "evil glance" brings evil upon all
that he looks, is one of the miracles in advancing the railway
project. His curse being destroyed by the Christ image, he devotes
all his energy to the completion of the railroad. The other mira-
"Miracles of Anti-chr ist ." p. 375.
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cles axe of similar nature.
The people believing firmly in the power of the little
image, the sponsor of the Etna railway, hasten to contribute to the
project. The contribution box for the cause became a veritable
treasure box. Micaela is very happy in the fulfilment of her dream,
and she believes that the government will soon release her lover.
All has been for the best. She feels that God has imprisoned him in
order to restore him to his former faith, and that now the Christ
image with its miraculous power will set him free and recreate ir.
him the Christian faith.
In accordance with the text of the third book, "Antichrist
shall have many followers," the Christ image in the church of San
Pasqual becomes the ruler of the whole region. In 1895 the great
railway was completed. All Diamante was transformed. It became the
great "oasis in the desert." All looked to the little image with
thankful hearts, and loved to tell of the miracles which had brought
such happiness to them. "They believed that Time had filled his
Ihour-glass with shining sands of gold." In return he was looked
upon with greatest reverence, and all was done according to his will
No one was married, no home was built, no business was transacted
without first consulting the Christ image.
Suddenly a cloud appeared in their clear sky. They were
unhappy because their neighbors were in distress. Misery was prev-
alent, war3 were waged in distant nations, one defeat followed anoth
er— all because they did not know the Christ-image. The people of
Diamante felt afraid, and began to believe that "The little oasis in
^'Miracles of Antichrist," p. 323.
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the great desert" could never be happy until the whole world worship'
ed their image
,
Soon everything that Diamante tried to do failed. Anti-
christ had reached the end of his power, and now something more was
needed. The unhappy people decided to carry the Christ image out
into the world to save it from its misery. "They would go out and
show how he gave health and subsistence and happiness to all who
were quiet and industrious and helped their neighbor The Christ-
child is powerful and charitable; if he ruled us, the poor would be
1
rich, and the rich would have enough."
From this point, events hasten to a close. Gaetano was
freed, but the image took no part in his release. Micaela, very
sad in the knowledge that the power of her adored idol is gone, seels
comfort in an old cathedral of Palermo. The beautiful old Gothic
church filled with its treasures of wonderful pictures in mosaic,
speaks a message of hope to her. Standing before the exquisite lit-
tle image of Christ, she gains a new faith. She feels that the
mysteries of life and death dwell in the beautiful Christ "who sits
in glowing mosaic high above the choir. He is mighty and myster-
ious and majestic There lives the spirit which directs the fate
of the world. There glows the love which shall lead the world to
2
salvation,"
The final chapters of the book deal with the final repu-
diation and complete downfall of the false Christ image, and of the
return to the real Christ, "the light of the world." The faithful
"Miracles of Antichrist." p. 327,
ibid. p. 337.
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Pater Gondo leads a number of unhappy, weary pilgrims from a mining
district up to Diamante to seek rest with the Christ image. The pic-j
ture, as they go joyfully up the steep path, with lighted candles
held high in their hands, is a most effective one. Reaching the
town they are hospitably received, and rest for a brief time before :
proceeding to the holy church. One of their number, a young girl
who is very unhappy, hastens before the others to the church. When
j
the little procession arrives at the sanctuary, a very strange sight
meets their eyes. The girl sits disconsolately by the altar, but
upon seeing the good Pater, hurls herself at him with great violence
and tries to strangle him. After a struggle she is seized and bound,
Coming near to the image, Pater Gondo perceives the cause
of her sorrow. He reads on the crown of the false one, the words,
"My kingdorr is only of this world," As these words fell like a
death sentence upon the weary pilgrims, very slowly, one by one, the
lighted candles went out,. They had come to seek the real bridegroom,
and to obtain his peace. Antichrist could not give them this heav-
enly blessing, for "His kingdom was only of this world." Pater
Gondo turned to the people and ordered a fire to be built for the
destruction of their false idol. When all was prepared, he turned
slowly to the crowd which had collected and said in a stern voice,
"You have been harboring a terrible guest. How is it possible for
you not to have discovered who he is? Has no one in Diamante in all
these years prayed for the forgiveness of sins and the peace of the
soul?"^" Not a voice of protest, not a word in defence of their idol*
Very sadly he resumed, "You have had Antichrist among you, and he
has got possession of you. You have forgotten heaven. You have
lnMiracles of Antichrist." p. 366.
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forgotten that you possess a soul. You think only of this world." 1
Some feeble defender timidly protested, "He has been kind and merci-
;
ful, like Christ."
1
Terrible in his wrath, the Father said, "He
has taken the likeness of Christ to lead you astray. In that way
he has been able to weave his web about you. By scattering gifts
and blessings over you, he has lured you into his net and made you
slaves of the world."2
j
Just as he was about to lay the outcast on the funeral
pyre, a small boy rescued him, and ran swiftly away down the mountain
side. Seeing a carriage passing by, he threw the image into the lap
of its occupant. It was an Englishwoman, who loved images, and she
tenderly cared for the little outcast Christ child. Then the Anti-
christ was carried from land to land.*
The teaching of the entire book is summed ur> in the last
chapter, by a conversation between the Pope and Pater Gondo . The
monk told him how he had found the people of Diamante worshipping
Anti-Christ in the likeness of Christ, and that the whole town had
fallen into unbelief and socialism. The holy father said nothing
but sent him to the old cathedral in Orvieto to study Signorelli's
famous painting "The Miracles of Antichrist."
It does not seem at all strange that Miss Lagerlof should
turn to early romantic art for the enforcement of a very essential
part of her story, when we recall her vigorous imagination and aes-
x
"Miracles of Antichrist." 368.
2 ibid.
There is a tradition that no Sicilian dare harm an English
person in any way.
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thetic temperament
. There is a certain romantic quality, and ele-
ment of strangeness and beaut}', about the Italian sacred art of the
Middle Ages that has always attracted people. Both the artists and
the church loved the picturesque as well as the miraculous and sum-
moned all the "material'' beauties of colored glass, rich clothes,
and altars adorned with fregrant flowers, to the ministry .of reli-
gion.
Pater Gondo was deeply affected by this wonderful picture
and said to himself "Signorelli is a great prophet. Antichrist will
certainly come in the likeness of Christ and make a paradise of the
world. He will make it so beautiful that the people will forget
heaven. And it will be the world's most terrible temptation
.
n
1
His eyes were opened by the Holy Father, who explained to him that
this Antichrist, whom the people worshipped and whom Signorelli had
represented was socialism, and that he had done wrong to seek to de-
stroy him. Socialism was to do much good for the world, but it
must first be reconciled to the church. It must be led back to the
very feet of Christ and acknowledge Him as Lord and Master.
Such is the interpretation of the great struggle between
Christianity and the doctrines of Socialism as conceived by the high,
ly imaginative Swedish authoress. She is undoubtedly intensely in-
terested in this great universal problem-- the cry of Socialism which
is being ever sounded farther and farther. Men not only in Sweden
and Norway, but also in all parts of the world are beginning to see
the injustice of social conditions, and are awakening to a sense of
their responsibility towards the great laboring classes. Since
authors are very susceptible to a modification of their genius by
the ebb and flow in the affairs of man, it is inevitable that a move
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ment so stupendous as this should exert a great influence upon the
literary world. The wealth of literature in which Socialism is the
central interest bears witness to this fact. Authors have not only
responded to this external influence inevitably and instinctively,
but they have also felt that the question has gained sufficient
momentum to assure them of a favorable reception of the socialistic
novel or drama. This explains in part, Miss Lagerlof s interest in
this field, but I feel there are other influences even more perti-
nent. With her deep artistic sense she has felt the literary possi-
bilities of this theme, just as Frenssen saw in "higher criticism"
a new field. Authors had not yet worked this theme over and over,
until the new explorer was fairly poverty stricken for fresh ideas.
And besides, Miss Lagerlof introduced a new feature into her work.
She made Christ the direct leader of Socialism. Other writers had
identified Christ with this movement, but none had treated Him in
the distinctly objective literary way which she employed. This use
of the Christ figure for literary purposes, "the aestheticising"
as we have called it, warrants my consideration of the "Miracles of
Antichrist" in the present study. That Miss Lagerlof was keenly in-
terested in this great problem of the age one cannot doubt, but the
great charm of the book does not lie in the solving of any moral or
ethical enigma. On the other hand, we forget the didactic note in
our intense interest in the series of symbolical, miraculous pict-
ures which are ever before our eyes. A romantic glamour is cast
over the whole book and v/e are lured from chapter to chapter by the
aesthetic appeal of the "Miracles of Antichrist."
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CHAPTER VI
KENNEDY'S "SERVANT IN THE HOUSE"
Although symbolism is less suited to the drama than to
any other kind of literature, yet from the days of the earliest morj
ality plays it has beer: used at various times in dramatic produc-
tion. Just why symbolism is an unsuitable instrument for the dramal
tist, is suggested in ar amusing little story told by Mr. Chandler
in his recent book "Aspects of Modern Drama." Symbolism in the
drama, he says "reminds one too often of the dog in a familiar an-
ecdote. This dog wa3 tied to a post at a railway station, when a
kind-hearted lady asked the station-master where the dog was going,
the official replied dejectedly: 'I don't know, ma'am; and he don't
know; 'Cause why? He's done et up his tag. 1 Thus too often the
drama of symbolism like the dog, seems to have swallowed its tag."^
That this difficulty has not discouraged the leading dramatists of
the last two decades and that they are becoming more and more inter-^
ested in the symbolistic drama, one cannot doubt when he' recalls
such men as Maeterlinck, Ibsen, and Hauptmann.
Let us seek then, an explanation for the marked popular-
ity of symbolistic drama in recent years. "In a Symbol," says
Carlyle, "there is concealment and yet revelation; here, therefore,
by Silence and Speech acting together, comes a double signif icancejfj
and a little later in this splendid chapter on "Symbols" in Sartor
1 Chandler. "Aspects of Modern Drama." p. 100.
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Resartus, he goes even farther when he says; "In the Symbol proper
what we call a Symbol, there is ever, more or less distinctly and
directly some embodiment and revelation of the Infinite, the Infi- I
nite is made to blend itself with the Finite, to stand visible, and
as it were attainable there." * Surely the dramatist with his keen
interest in the complex, the mysterious and the enigmatical, has
felt the power of the Symbol and has adapted it to his particular
needs. But as our present study is concerned especially with the
recent literature in which Christ is somehow, in some form or other,!
to be found, let us relate the question more specifically to this
group of dramas. In "The Servant In The House," which is typical
of this movement, we see how Kennedy portrays the Christ-like spirit
by means of elaborate symbolism. Again in Carlyle an explanation
for this symbolistic representation is suggested. This popular
twentieth century dramatist seems to be in sympathy with Carlyle's
idea of the great influence of Symbols in guiding mens' lives, "Forj
is not a Symbol ever, to him who has eyes for it, some dimmer or
clearer revelation of the Godlike?" "Jesus himself is our divinest|
Symbol—his life and biography and what followed therefrom, Higher
has the human thought not yet reached: this is Christianity and
Christendom: a Symbol of quite perennial, infinite character; whose
significance will ever demand to be anew inquired into, and anew
2
made manifest."
Kennedy, who had taken the leading part in the productions
of "Everyman," in 1901, had seen and felt the power, the infinite
ICarlyle. "Sartor Resartus." p. 199. Mac Mechan ed.--
Atheraeum Press Series.
2 ibid. p. 203.
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charm of religious allegory, so it is quite natural when he gave
up the role of the actor to become the playwright, that he chose
this same medium of dramatic expression. One carrot doubt that a
very present aim with him was to present great, moral and religious
truth, and to satirize certain tendencies in the church, but that
he was guided largely by purely artistic, literary interests seems
equally true. We have then, in this drama, as in the other works
thus far discussed, the use of religious material, the representa-
tion of the spirit of Christ, Himself, in dramatic production. As
I have suggested before, I do not question a sincere, reverent in-
terest in Kennedy's dramatic sermon, but at the same time let us
see wherein this homiletic aim is interwoven with the aesthetic.
Before taking up the drama itself, I wish to speak first
of how this author, too, voices the spirit of the time in which he
works. Just as Frenssen writes of the controversies of theology,
of higher criticism, and Selma Lagerlof answers the call of Social-
ism by making "Antichrist" representative of this great movement,
so, here, Kennedy carries Miss Lagerlof s doctrine a step farther,
and not only identifies Socialism with the Church, but brings in
definitely what we call "Christian Socialism, as distinguished from!
the single, more comprehensive, more radical term. He sounds the
great cry which is coming from the pulpit today in stronger tones
than it did seven or eight years ago— learn to help and to love
your brother, even he who has fallen by the wayside, that is the
real worth of Christianity. All of this he accomplishes in a truly
dramatic way by means of symbolism. Whatever the divergence of
opinion regarding the real merit of "The Servant In The House/1 and
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regarding the success of the attempted representation of Christ, we
must admit that Kennedy has felt the unlimited possibilities of the
dramatic treatment of this sacred theme, and with this interest if
not uppermost, at least on a par with the didactic, has written one
of the most popular dramas of the first decade of the twentieth
century.
The central theme, the text, of "The Servant In The Housej
is taken from the fourth gospel. "He that saith he is in the light,
and hateth his brother, is in darkness even until now; He that
loveth his brother abideth in the light, ard there is none occasion
of stumbling in him. But he that hateth his brother is in darkness,
and walketh in darkness and knoweth not whither he goeth, because
that darkness hath blinded his eyes If a man say, I love God,
and hateth his brother, he is a liar: for he that loveth not his
brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not
seen?" And the underlying tone "The hunger for brotherhood is at
the bottom of the unrest of the modern civilized world" shows the
author's sympathy with the spirit of the times. In fact, the
success of the play has been dependent to a great extent upon the
|
ripeness of the time for the acceptance of the doctrine of brother-!
hood. Kennedy shows in this drama, his unshakable faith in the re-
generation of mankind through love. He embodies in Manson, the cenj
tral character, all the characteristics of the greatest reformer,
the greatest lover, the world has ever known--Christ . From the
name "Manson" (Son of Man), from the physical semblance, as well
as the actual words spoken by the "Servant," it is evident that he
is intended to represent Christ directly. Once again, then, we see
how the great, intangible, complex, mysterious figure of Christ
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has irresistibly drawn the dramatist to His portrayal. And a por-
trayal which, although considered by Edward Everett Hale a failure
"a fine failure, as many other things worth reading have been," is
as true to the artistic requirements of dramatic composition, as it
is faithful in picturing this great question of modern life. It
appeals to the intellectual and ethical side of our beings, but
equally as strongly to the aesthetic. Without any further discus-
sion at this point, I shall try to show from the flay itself that
we are justified in placing it in the list of those which aestheti-
j
cise Christ.
Symbolism the most salient feature of the play is evident
from the very first. The description of Manson, when he first, ap-
pears as the new butler in the Vicar's home, has clearly an intrin-
sic as well as an extrinsic value. The same words might have been
applied with equal appropriateness to Jesus. "He turns for the firsts
time. His face is one of awful sweetness, dignity, and strength.
There is the calm of a great mastery about hirr, suited to his habit
as a servant."
1
And his answer to the Vicar's question as to what
his religion is, is quite a propos of the character just described.;
"My religion," he says, "is very simple, I love God and all my
brothers." These words so significant in themselves, affect the
Vicar visibly, and after a moment he replies thoughtfully "That is
not always so easy, Man son; but it is my creed, too." As we see
here, it is the magnetic power of his personality, which makes
Mansor the central dramatic figure. He comes as a butler into the
"Servant In The House." p. 19.
ibid. p. 22.
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midst of these selfish, thoughtless, pseudo-Christian people, and
in a gentle, unassuming way, completely transforms them in the
course of a forenoon. In his first encounter with the vicar he
causes him to be dissatisfied with his religion, to wonder if his
faith is as simple and praiseworthy as that of his new servant.
Not alone the Vicar, but also the other members of the
family, "Auntie," the Vicar's wife, Mary their foster-child, Rogers
the page, and the ignorant, outcast brother, Robert, become vague-
ly uncomfortable under his close scrutiny and learn to see their
own selfishness; they learn that the highest good in life is to
give, not to get, and that happiness comes only through love and
service to others. None of them can explain to himself or to otheis
just what this influence is, just what has changed them, except
Robert, the Drain-Man. He seems to understand best how Manson has
j
helped them. "A bloke I met, miss, as knowed me better than I
knowed myself. ' E changed me 'e taught me my own mind; 'e
brought me back to my own job—drains." Robert had come to demand!
that Mary, who is really his own child, be given back to him. But
now he gave that up. He had learned to give, not to get. Manson
had reached his better nature by meeting him on his own level and
calling him comrade—he had taught him the real meaning of human
brother-hood as distinguished from Socialism.
Likewise, Manson never preached to + he Vicar; never said
that the source of the disintegration of his Church lay within him-
self. He simply told him what his own religion was, and the Vicar
was quick to see how false was that which he had been practising.
"The Servart In The House." p. 144.
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But this change which takes place in the Vicar through the influ-
ence of Manson is too significant to be so lightly passed over. It
is one of the important parts of the dramatisation, as well as one
of the best parts of the whole play, showing how great was the
author '8 interest in this particular feature of his work. In fact,
Kennedy said himself, that in writing this drama, his first care
and interest were centered in psychology, second in character and
third in plot. The skill and careful analysis with which the psy-
chological change in the minister is worked out verify this fact.
It is very clear in this case that the author's interest is dramatic
aesthetic, rather than homiletic. Immediately after his first in-
terview with Manson, the vicar shows in talking to his wife, how
he has suddenly come to a sense of his own false way of living.
Suddenly turning to her, he says: "Do you know the sort of man youj
have been living with all these years? Do you see through me? Do
!
you know me?— Ro: don't speak: I see your answer already—Your
own love blinds you! Hal I am a 'good man 1 1 —I don't drink, I
don't swear, I am respectable, I don't blaspheme like Bletchley!
Oh yes, and I am a'scholar;' I can cackle in Greek: I can wrangle
bout God's name: I know Latin and Hebrew and all the cursed little
pedantries of my trade! But do you know what I am? Do you know
what your husband is in the sight of Gcd? He is a Liar! I
heard it in my ears as I stood up before Christ's altar in the
church this morning, reciting my miserable creed! I heard it in my
prayers! I heard it whilst I tasted whilst I drank .. .whilst
1 w He feels that he can begin immediately to right some
wrongs. He resolves to treat his hitherto despised brother justly
1 "Servant In The House." P« 39
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and restore the child to her father of whom she has never even heaad
Some critics have indicted this drama severely because of
this sudden change which Mar son brings about in those with whom he
comes in contact. But that is just the essential part of the play-
to Kennedy— after all it is the great, complex, dominating person-
age, filling the center cf the stage which makes this play what it
is— the embodiment of the niraculous power of Christ in "the Ser-
vant" in the house. And the representation of a character who is
great because he is like Christ, shows clearly as aesthetic as well
as a religious interest. When Kennedy wrote this play in 1907, he
struck a new note, something that had scarcely been attempted before
his time. This suggests that the author entered the field of re-
ligious symbolism in the drama, because it was a new field of great
untried possibilities. Since 1907, any number of dramatists have
followed the path to which Kennedy pointed the way— they have used
this same idea of a central, dominating figure who is symbolical
of Christ, Himself.
As one reads "The Servant In The House" and sees how evexy
one is so completely transformed by Manson, he thinks inevitably of
"The Stranger" in the boarding house in Jerome's "Passing of The
Third Floor Back." In this play, written a few months after Kenne-
dy's, the scene is laid in a corrupt boarding house, where all the
characters are not only spiritually diseased but are morally bad
as well. "The Stranger" comes into their midst and they, too, un-
dergo a general rejuvenation. Symbolism is not at all striking
here, and no attempt is made to make the hero represent Christ di-
rectly. Rather is he filled with the gentle grace and sweetness of
true Christianity, and because of his charm and tenderness is able
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to create in these people a new sense of moral right and justice.
As Stasia, the maid says "they're a rotten lot, all of them," and
the Stranger with his grave, quiet eye and gentle voice shows them
the real value of life, the beauty of making the world "wherever
you are just a little brighter." He too, never remonstrates, never
preaches, but in his gentle, Christian way, by the mere power of a
beautiful character, changes the whole course of their lives, and
then passes on out of their little world. All will lead a new life,
all are grateful to him, although they connot explain what the
Stranger who passed those few nights in "The Third Floor Back" has
,
brought to them. They only know that "the face that passes out, is
the face of one to whom Love itself has spoken." Manson also speaka
"Love," but symbolism enters into this earlier play in a more di-
rect way. Many of the words which he utters might well have been
spoken by the greatest of all reformers, Himself.
Symbolism ha3 another part to play in "The Servant In The
House," namely, the indictment of the condition of the Church, and
the corruption of the clergy. The Vicar and his brother-in-law,
the Bishop, and their churches may be considered as representative
of the general condition of religious affairs, as Kennedy' sees them.
The drama then, seems to center rather closely about the
rehabilitation of the Vicar's church. It has fallen into a state
of decay, and is practically deserted because of a peculiar stench,
which seems to originate at the very foundation of the church. The
Vicar is anxious to rebuild his church, and is willing to adopt any
plans for carrying out his aim. His wife is her enthusiasm has
asked her brother, the Lord Bishop of Lancashire to help them. He
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consents, because the Vicar's long absent brother, the famous Bishop
of Benares is also assisting in the plan. He believes that it will
pay to associate his name with an enterprise in which such a famous
man is interested. For this purely worldly reason then, the Lord
Bishop comes to aid in the regeneration of the church.
The Bishop of Lancashire and the drain-man brother, Rob-
ert, arrive at the same time. Robert has come to demand Mary from
her foster-parents. No one is present to welcome the Bishop except
Manson, whom he mistakes for the famous Bishop of Benares—which as
later develops, he really is. He also mistakes Robert for the
Vicar—his mistakes are accounted for by the fact that he is partly
blind and very deaf. In the light of these misapprehensions he
begins to ask about the restoration of the Church. His real atti-
tude is shown in his conversation with Manson. "You mentioned
'sacred obligations' Let the poor give all of their slender
savings. Those of us who, like yourself, my dear brother— and I
say it in all modesty, perhaps myself— are in possession of the en-
dowments of learning, of influence, of authority—we can lend our
•names' to the good work."^" It is clear that he wants to associate
his name with this great enterprise, but not his means. Manson un-
derstands his worldly attitude perfectly and sums up his idea when
he says, "God's not watching: let's give as little, and grab as
much as we can I" His companion is visibly disturbed and immediate-
ly begins to ask abut the famous church which he has built in
India. The scene which follows is one of the most effective of the
whole play and since it shows how Kennedy uses religious symbolism
"The Servant In The House." p. 64.

_m_ .
in an effective dramatic way, I shall quote it "in toto: n
"Bishop. They say it's an enormous concern 1
Manson. So it is.
Bishop. Well, what would such an establishment as that repre-
sent? In round numbers, now?
Manson (calmly). Numberless millions.
Bishop. Numberless mil I (He drops his fork.) My dear
sir, absurd'. Why, the place must be a palace— fit for a king J
Manson. It is I
Bishop. Do you mean to tell me that one man alone, on his own
naked credit, could obtain numberless millions for such an object
as that? How could you possible get them together?
Manson. They come freely from every quarter of the world.
Bishop. On the security of your own name alone?
Manson. No other, I assure you.
Bishop. For Heaven's sake, tell me all about it! What sort of
a place is it?
Manson (seriously) . Are you quite sure you can hear?
Bishop. Perhaps your voice is not quite so clear as it was.
However
. .
.
(He wipes the inside of the eartrumpet , and fixes it a-
fresh
.
)
Now'. Tell me about your church.
(During the following speech the Bishop is occupied with
his own thoughts: after the first few words he makes no
attempt at listening: indeed, the trumpet goes down to
the table again in no time. On the other hand, Robert,
at first apathetic, gradually awakens to the keenest in-
terest in what Manson says.)
Manson (very simply). I am afraid you may not consider it an
altogether substantial concern. It has to be seen in a certain
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way, under certain conditions. Some people never _see it at all.
You must understand, this is no dead pile of stones and unmeaning
timber. It is a living thing.
Bishop (in a hoarse whisper, self-engrossed). Numberless mil-
lions I
Manson. When you enter it you hear a sound— a sound as of some
mighty poem chanted. Listen long enough, and you will learn that
it is made up of the beating of human hearts, of the nameless music
of men's souls— that is, if you have ears. If you have eyes, you
will presently see the church itself—a looming mystery of many
shapes and shadows, leaping sheer from floor to dome. The work of
no ordinary builder!
Bishop (trumpet down). On the security of one man's name 1
Manson. The pillars of it go up like the brawny trunks of
heroes: the sweet human flesh of men and women is moulded about itt
bulwarks, strong, impregnable: the faces of little children laugh
out from every corner-stone: the terrible spans and arches of it
are joined hands of comrades; and up in the heights and spaces there
are inscribed the numberless musings of all the dreamers of the
world. It is yet building—building and built upon. Sometimes the
work goes forward in deep darkness: sometimes in blinding light:now
beneath the burden of unutterable anguish: now to the tune of a
great laughter and heroic shoutings like the cry of thunder
.
(Softer
)
Sometimes, in the silence of the night-time, one may hear the tiny
hammerings of the comrades at work up in the dome--the comrades
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that have climbed ahead,
(There is a short silence, broken only by the champing
jaws of the Bishop, who has resumed his sausages. Robert
speaks first.)
Robert (slowly), I think I begin to understand you, comride:
especially that bit abaht (his eyes stray upwards ).. .the 'ammer-
ins' an' the— the harches— an' Humph! I'm only an 'og!
S'pose ther's no drain 'ands wanted in that there church o'
yours?
Manson. Drains are a very important question there at present.
Robert (rising). I don't know! Things 'av' got in a bit of a
muck with me! I'm rather like a drain-pipe myself Now I'll
go an' 'av' a look at our Bill's drains.
I shall leave it to the reader to imagine the feelings of
the high and mighty leader of religion in England, who is head or
"The Society for the Promotion and Preservation of Emoluments for
the Higher Clergy," when he learns later that he has been talking
with an ordinary working man, and a butler.
In the scenes which follow, the Vicar goes through a great
struggle. Before this, he resolved to restore Mary to her father,
and now he puts aside his own desires and ambitions completely,
when he decides to repudiate the vile offer of the Bishop. His pro-
posal which virtually amounts to this, as the Vicar says "that we
should turn my brother Joshua's name and reputation into a bogus
Building Society, of which the funds were to be scraped together
from all the naked bodies and the starving bellies of the world,
2
whilst we and our thieving co-directors should collar all the swag?'!
ln The Servant In The House." p. 66-70.
2 ibid. p. Ill,
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He refuses to listen to his wife's entreaties that he think of his
own personal power and advancement . "All that is done with 1." he
cries, "I am resolved to be a free man from this hour— free of lies,
free of love if needs be, free even of you, free of everything that
clogs and hinders me in the work I have to dot" 1
A little later, both "Auntie" and the Vicar are completely
crushed, and resolving to do the right thing at any cost, send for
Mary to tell her that the drain-man is her father, and that he has
sunk to this level because of their unjust treatment of him. But
Robert too, is completely changed. He has learned the real worth
of work, the good which man can do in whatever place he is assign-
ed. He comes in, not to demard his rights, but to tell the Vicar
what he has discovered under the church and how he proposes to rem-
edy it. "I'm the man who looks after the drains That's
what I come 'he to talk abaht—my job. P'r'aps you'll think as it
ain't a tasty subjic but some one 'as to see to the drains,
some one 'as to clear up the muck of the world! I'm the one," As
he becomes more and more enthusiastic in his description, his words
so intensely realistic and symbolical seem positively beautiful in
themselves. All are infected, as they listen, with his enthusiasm
for the removal of the stench from the Church. He has found the
source of all the trouble at the "Very foundation of the Church,"
to which he has been directed by the rumbling of the song, "The
Church's One Foundation," up over his head. And he has discovered
that it's not the "drains" at all, but a real grave . This is very
symbolical, showing that the whole basis of the Church is wrong,
1 "The Servant In The House," p. 113.
2 ibid. p. 142-3
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and must be thoroughly cleansed. The ignorant, depraved Bob points
the way to the regeneration of the Church. Through Manson's in-
fluence he has realized the dignity of true work, that no matter
how small the task, if accomplished with a willing heart and a no-
ble pur-ose, it becomes glorious. More than this, he shows the
Vicar and his wife that the real Christ in reached through brother-
hood and service to humanity.
The last scene of the drama, showing the final development
of the Vicar and "Auntie" is most dramatic. When Robert insists
upon going into that horrible muck below, so that "the comrades up
above may Lave light an* joy an' a breath of "olesome air to sing
by," the Vicar sees his duty clearly. If he is to regenerate his
Church he must begin at its very foundation, in that vast grave of
unchristian traditions and cold conventionalities. He sees the mean
ing of true brotherhood, of what real Christianity is, and cries
out, "Then, by God and all the powers of grace, you shall not go
alcnel Off with these lies and make-believes! Off with these pris-
oner's shackles! They cramp, they stifle mel Freedom t Freedom!
This is no priest's work— it calls for a man'." 1 He no longer will
erect the beautiful church, with its splendid spires towering almost
to the skies, but will build up a glorious religion of human broth-
erhood and love.
The final recognition and reconciliation of all follows.
Manson towers above all at the close, as he tells them that he is
the one for whom they have been looking "In God's name
—
your brother!
"The Servant In The House." p. 149.
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Thus we have seen how Kennedy has produced a very popular
drama, the motive power of which is ultimately in Christ. Very
clearly there is a deep, reverent tone here which is not found in
such dramas as La Samaritaine and Maria Magdalena, yet after all
there is this similarity, that the subject matter is essentially the
same and all are written "pour le peuple, pour leur plaisir," Kenne-
dy recognised that the vicar who writes his sermon and gets ready to
save souls in his beautiful library is bound to fail, for he does
not come into that close touch with humanity which is essential to
all Christianity. He sees that the master secret of the failure of
religious leaders has been their failure to recognise their brother
in every condition, and to treat him as such. But, he also saw the
dramatic possibilities of the treatment of such a theme when he in-
corporated it into a drama. It seems to me that we find in "The
Servant In The Rouse," a close union of religious, didactic inter-
est with the purely artistic and aesthetic. There is no necessity
for the separation of two such aims; they may be closely related and
interwoven as is evidently the case here. A similar example may be
found in the field of art. Some of Fritz von Uhde's most beautiful
work has dealt with religious subjects. His pictures of Christ^
ministry are especially wonderful. Everything is intensely realis-
tic, eminently human, Christ himself being very representative of
the typical German peasant. One describes his work as supremely
artistic and Aesthetic, and yet at the same time feels the religious
sentiment underlying it all. Uhde is not only a great artist, but
he is also a sincere, devout Christiar, and he has transported his
love for Christ over into the land of his beloved art.
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Surely, Christ is coming more and more to dominate the
field of art and literature
. Whatever may be the attitude of the
author, (or artist) the remarkable output of recent Jesus literature
is to be interpreted primarily, I believe, in the light of its
dramatic possibilities and aesthetic appeal. This particular theme
discussed in the last chapter is one of the most popular in the
movement. Such works as, William Vaughn Moody's "The Faith Healer;"
Bijornson's "Beyond Human Power;" Brieux's "La Foi>" Mrs. Frances
Hodgson Burnett '8 "Dawn of a To-Morrow;" Henry Arthur Jones' "The
Galilean's Victory;" and Jerome K. Jerome's "Passing of The Third
Floor Back," are all variations of the theme in "The Servant In The
House," the influence and power of a man who is eminently Christ-
like
.
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CONCLUSION
From the discussion of the novels and plays in the preced-
ing chapters, dealing with Christ directly or indirectly, we see how
He has come more and more to be the central interest in much of our
recent popular literature. This Christward trend of so many late
novels and dramas is a most interesting and remarkable phenomenon,
which is well worthy of an explanation. This explanation, as I
have endeavoured to show in my previous work, is to be four*d, I be-
lieve, directly in the non-religious realm. Dramatists and novel-
ists have entered this new field, have turned to Jesus as a new sub-
ject, recognising the dramatic and aesthetic possibilities of such
a sacred theme. Likewise, they have undoubtedly felt that the
spiritual unrest of the modern age has acquired sufficient momentum
to warrant the sale of such works. The general public has eagerly
welcomed this wealth of "Jesus literature."
With these thoughts in mind, writers have exercised all
their ingenuity in portraying this theme in as many different phasee
as possible. For convenience, one might divide this whole litera-
ture into five groups:
First ; that in which the aim is to portray Christ in a purely
artistic manner, with no evident religious interest, as in
Rostand and Maeterlinck.
Second : that which is concerned primarily with the question
of higher criticism, as in Frenssen's Hilligenlei.
Third; that which treats of Jesus in relation to Socialism,
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as in Lager lcf's "Miracles of Anti-Christ."
Fourth ; that group showing the influence aid power of Christ,
with ro attempt at symbolism, as in Sudermann's "Johannes".
Fifth : that large group in which Christ is represented symbol-
ically— the central character embodying specifically the
Christ-like spirit and bearing direct witness to the in-
fluence of His personality, as in "The Servant In The
House .
"
That this movement in its various forms is widespread, I
have tried to shew by selecting works from representative authors
of various countries. I have discussed either directly or indirect-
ly in passing, works from the Danish, Swedish, Russian, Italian,
French, German, Dutch, Belgian, English, and American. From the
bibliography which follows one may see even more distinctly how
copious and how varied is the wealth of recent "Jesus literature."
I.
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